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PREFACE 

 

The first chapter deals with the geographical back ground of Kashmir, its 

locations atmosphere drainage system and Countries and the States joining its 

boundaries. The first chapter also deals with historical back ground of Kashmir. 

The second Chapter deals with the introduction of Chak rule in Kashmir. The 

chapter covers the rise and fall of Chaks its social Poltical and economic life. 

 

The third chapter expresses the Poltical structure of Chak rule in Kashmir. The 

Chapter deals with the council of Ministers during the Chak rule in Kashmir. 

The fourth chapter deals with the social life of Chaks, its casts family status and 

social intercourse between Hindu and Muslims.  

 

The fifth chapter shows the economic life of Chaks, the various taxes, the 

Tribute and the medium of exchange. 

 

The sixth chapter deals with the History of Mughal Rule in Kashmir.  

 

The seventh chapter deals with conclusion of whole dissertation. It covers the 

social structure political life and the economic life of the Chak rule in Kashmir. 

It also covers the History of Mughal consolidation in Kashmir.  

 

Dr. Mushtaq Ahmad tantray  
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CHAPTER FIRST 

 

Geo-Poltical and Historical background  

of Kashmir 
 

The state of Jammu and Kashmir is located between 32.17‘ North and 37.6‘ 

North latitudes and 73.26‘ East and 80.30‘ East longitudes. It has Tibet to its 

east, China in the North, Tajikistan and Afghanistan in the North-west and 

Pakistan in the west. Punjab and Himachal Pradesh touch its southern 

boundaries. Total area of the state is 2, 22,236 sq.kms, which includes the area 

under Pakistan and China. Area under the occupation of Pakistan is 78.114 

sq.kms area of the state handed over by Pakistan to China is 5,180 sq. kms and 

area under the occupation of China in Leh district is 37,555sq.kms. The state is 

640 kms from north to south and 480 kms from east to west and altitude of the 

state varies from 1000 to 28500ft1. The middle Himalayas (Lesser Himalayas) of 

the Jammu and Kashmir state lie between the Ravi in the east and the Poonch 

in the west and continues upto Muzafarabad. The ranges of Pir Panjal and 

Dhaula-Dhar lie in the Lesser Himalayas. In Jammu region they are locally 

known as Pahar (mountain). In elevation they seldom rise above 3600-4600m, 

and have a width of about 60 km near Rajouri. In general, it has an east-west 

extension. At Tanger, as a branch ridge runs due south-west. This branch is 

known as Trikuta Mountain, which is characterized with limestone strata. The 

sacred cave of Vaishno Devi is situated on a peak of Trikuta Mountain. The 

Lesser Himalayas form an intricate system of ranges. The Pir Panjal is a 

singularly well-defined range from Kaghan Valley to beyond the Ravi Valley, 

which may be taken as type of mountain of the middle Himalayas, these rides 

present generally a steep cliff of the middle Himalayas, and present generally a 

steep escarpment towards the plain and a long gentle slope towards Kashmir. 

Such mountains are spoken of as having an orthoclinal structure, with a 

writing desk. To this course is due to the presence of dense forest vegetation, 

the glory of the middle Himalayas, clothing the northern and north-eastern 

slopes, succeeded higher up by a capping of snows, while the opposite 

southern slopes are except in protected valley slopes, barren and devoid of 
                                                           
1 Itoo G.N and Bodha Shabaz, jammu and Kashmir at Glance, Haroon publications Doru 

Shahabaz Anantnag, p.116. 
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snow, being too steep to maintain a soil-cap for the growth of forests or allow 

the winter-snows to accumulate. 

 

The middle Himalayas are composed of highly compressed and altered rocks 

of various geological ages, ranging from the Purana and Carboniferous to 

Eocene. Several important rivers like Tawi, Manasar-Tawi, Basantra,and Ujh 

have their sources in the middle Himalayas. The rock stratum of the Middle 

Himalayas is dominated by sandstone shale, and light yellow limestone of the 

Miocene murree system and Eocene deposits. Excepting the river traces and the 

river valley, cultivation of crops is not an important economic activity on the 

slopes of the middle Himalayas. The people are largely dependent a forestry, 

lumbering, herding, cattle keeping and tourist industry. The general standard 

of living of the people is low and the rural areas are less accessible. 

 

The Valley of Kashmir, nestled in northern-western folds of the Himalayas is a 

transverse valley, surrounded on all sides by high mountain ranges, 

characterized by snow covered lofty peaks. The surrounding mountain ranges 

rising to a height of 5550m on the north-east, where the Banihal pass (Jawahar-

Tunnel) provides an exit from the Valley. The only outlet for the rivers is the 

Baramulla-gorge, where the placid Jhelum river leaves the smooth grassy 

banks and hurries headlong down its rock course to the great plains of the 

south. The oval shaped Valley of Kashmir is filled with thick deposits of 

alluvium which have blanketed even the lower slopes of the surrounding 

ranges. There are three important valley of Kashmir, three important side 

valleys, namely (i) The Lidder valley (ii) The Sindh valley (iii) The Lolab Valley.  

 

A brief description of these valleys has been as under:- 

 

Lidder valley: 

 

The Lidder valley extends from Anantnag to Pahalgam, including the Pargans 

of Dachinpora and Khaurpora. At Pahalgam, the valley divides itself into two 

branches which stretch obliquely, one towards the north-east leading up to the 

Shesnag and cave of Amarnath. At its lower end the valley is about 5 to 8 km 

wide but at its upper end it is only a few hundred metres in width.On both 

sides, it is bounded by lofty Mountains covered with dense forests. Cultivation 

of crops does not extend beyond about a mile north of Pahalgam.There is a 
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road along the left bank of the river upto the Amarnath Cave. This path is 

yearly traversed by lakhs of Hindu pilgrims,in the months of July and August. 

The river is fed with streams from the Kolahai and Sheshnag.Towards Kolahai 

is a valley covered with grases where glades are used by graziers.The steep 

sides of this valley snow marred ice action with several waterfalls till the 

Kolahai glacier at an altitude of about 5470m (17779 feet). 

 

Sind valley: 

 

It is one of the beautiful valleys of Kashmir. It owes its name to the river Sindh-

Lar which is fed by glaciers and streams. It extends from Ganderbal to the Zoji-

La pass covering a distance of about 100 kms. Sonamarg is a beautiful meadow 

near the Thajwas Glacier. The Sind valley widens after Shadipur. On either side 

of the valley are the lovely snow covered peaks.The valley abounds in large 

forests of pine,and other fruit trees.The famous lakes of Vishansar,Krishnsar 

and Gangabal are within the catchment of sind river which attract large 

number of tourists every year. 

 

Lolab valley:  

 

This fertile oval shaped valley is situated in the north-west side of Kashmir, it is 

about 25 km long and 5 km wide. It is traversed by the Lahwal Stream which 

flows down from the surrounding hills. The valley is covered by thick forest of 

deodar. The extensive pasture lands in the valley are the excellent grazing 

grounds. It is also famous for apple, Cherry, Peach and Walnut. 

 

LADAKH:  

 

The Ladakh is one of the loftiest regions of the World. Its short but warm 

summers enable a few grain and fruit crops to ripen.Owing to the great aridity 

of the atmosphere; the climate is one of fierce extremes, from burning heat of 

some of the desert to several degrees below freezing-point at night. The bare 

mountains which rise from them exhibit the exquisite coloration of the rocks 

due to the peculiar solar weathering. Between Ladakh and the Dhauladher-

range are the districts of Zonskar,Lahoul,and Rapshu,consisting of intricately 

ramifying glaciated ranges of crystalline rocks, intersected by lofty valleys 

having but a restricted drainage into a few saline lakes and marshes.As stated 
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in the preceding paragraphs,the average height of the Greater Himalayas 

extend to 6100 m.2 
 

Kashmir‘s greatest historian Kalhana writes about his native land: It is a 

country where the sun shines mildly, being the place created by Rishi Kashyap 

for his glory-big and lofty houses, learning, saffron, Icy cool water and grapes 

rare in Heaven are plentiful here-Kailash is the best place in the three words 

(Tri-lok), Himalayas the best place in Kailash, and Kashmir the best place in 

Himalayas. 

 

Our immortal Sanskrit poet Kalidasa writes about the valley: 

 

―The place is more beautiful than the heaven and is the Benefactor of supreme 

bliss and happiness. It seems to me that I am taking a bath in the lake of 

nectar‖. 

 

Kalidasa Raghivansh mentions that Raghu was the hero of Raghivansh of 

Kalidasa, when he was riding hourse to Northern side, during riding he he saw 

the saffron in dust was flaying in air with fragrance, ultimately he reached to 

Sindhu River. Kalidasa mentions Sindhu in Raghuvamsa. Rama gave this 

Country to his brother Bharata.The Saindhava salt is clear from the 

Raghuvamsa.It is also mentioned in the Kamasutra.That the kingdom of 

Rudradaman included Sindhu is known from his Junagarh inscription.It is 

usually identified with Sindhu-sagar Doab,the region between the Jhelum and 

the Indus.3  

 

Sir Walter Lawrence writes, The Valley is an emerald in pearls;a land of lakes, 

clear streams, green turf, magnificent trees and mighty mountains where the 

air is cool, and the water sweet, where men are strong, and women vie with the 

soil in fruitfulness. He further writes that the valley contains everything which 

should make life enjoyable. There is sport varied and excellent; there is scenery 

for the artist and the layman mountain for the mountaineer, flower for the 

Botanist, a vast field for the Geologist and magnificent ruins for the 

Archaeologist.4 

                                                           
2 Husain Majid,Systematic Geography of Jammu and Kashmir,pp.26-31. 
3 Jain K.C Kalidasa and his times.p.162. 
4
 Khan M.M.and Shah mohd Amin ,Ancient Kashmir,p.2. 
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POPULATION OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR:- 

 

The Jammu and Kashmir state comprises 22 districts divided into three 

administrative divisions. The Kashmir region comprises the ten districts 

namely Anantnag, Kulgam, Pulwama, Shopian, Srinagar, Budgam, Ganderbal, 

Baramullah, Bandipora and Kupwara. The Jammu region also comprises ten 

districts viz Doda, Ramban, Kishtwar, Udhampur, Reasi, Jammu, Samba, 

Kathua, Rajouri and Poonch. The Ladakh region consists of two districts-Kargil 

and Leh. In terms of health care coverage, the state is divided into two 

divisions i.e. Kashmir division and Jammu division, Kashmir division  

comprises twelve  districts i.e. ten districts of Kashmir region and two districts 

of Ladakh region while as Jammu division comprises ten districts of Jammu 

region. Every region has distinct social, economic, linguistic and cultural 

characteristics. 

 

The State of Jammu and Kashmir has a population of 1, 25, 48,926 persons 

comprising of 66, 65,561 males (53.11%) and 58, 83,365 females (46.89%), with a 

child population of 20, 08,642 (16.01%) in the age group of 0-6 years (census-

2011). The population in the age group of 7 years and above is 1, 05, 40,284 

persons (83.99%), out of which males are 55, 84,899 (44.50%) and females are 49, 

55,385 (39.46%). The decadal growth rate of population (census 2011 v/s 2001) 

of the State is 23.71% as against 17.64% at all India level. The population of the 

State is roughly 1.04% to the total population of the country. The sex ratio per 

1000 of population is 883 as against 940 at all India level and child sex ratio as 

859/1000 against the 914/1000 of population at all India level. Similarly, the 

total literacy rate in the State is 68.74% as against the national average of 

74.04%. The male literacy stands at 78.64% and 82.14% while as female literacy 

is 58.01% and 65.46% at the national and the State level. The rural population in 

the State is 91, 34,820 (72.79%) as against 68.84% at all India level and urban 

population is 34, 14,106 (27.21%) as against 31.16% at the national level. 

 

DRAINAGE SYSTEM OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR:- 

 

The state of Jammu and Kashmir is drained by mighty Indus, Jhelum, 

Kishanganga, Chenab, Tawi and Ravi rivers. The Indus flows through Ladakh, 

Jhelum through Kashmir, Kishanganga through Gurez and, Chenab, Tawi and 

Ravi through Jammu region. All these rivers constitute the Indus river system 
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which finally drains in the Arabian Sea. 5The main rivers of the valley can be 

described as under:-  

The Indus: - The River arises in the neighborhood of Mansarover Lake from 

Sengge-Khambab. The river first flows in the north-west direction and then 

takes the South–west direction. Indus is the largest river of the Sub-continent 

with the local length of 2900 kms. Out of which it flows about 709 kms. In India 

territory and drains an area of 117,844 sq.kms. 

 

The river generally flows through deep gorges. However some alluvial fans 

and river terraces have also been formed by it. Zanaskar river forms its 

tributary in Ladakh. In Gilgit smaller rivers like Shavak and Suvera join it at 

Askardu. In Pakistan all the Punjab rivers join it and the river then falls into 

Arabian sea at Karachi.6 

 

The Jhelum: - Jhelum is the main river of Kashmir valley. It arises from 

Pirpanjal range near Verinag from Sunna- Brari peak and them flows in north-

westerly direction passing through Anantnag, Pulwama and Srinager districts. 

It enters Wular lake at Bandipora ( Baramullah) and emerging from the lake it 

takes a south-west direction after Baramullah. From Baramullah onwards the 

river passes through deep gorge via Uri and enters Pakistan where it joins 

Indus. The river has about 175 kms. length in the valley with a catchment  area 

of about 28490sq. kms.The river throughout its course is joined by many 

tributaries. Its right bank tributaries are Bringi, Lidder, Sindh, Eri, Harvan, 

Madumati and Pohru rivers and the left bank tributariers are Sandran, Vishav, 

Rambara, Dudganga and Sukhnag rivers.7 

 

Kishanganga River: - Kishanganga is an important tributary of the Jhelium 

river. It has its origin in Kishansar Lake and is therefore been named as 

Kishanganga. It drains Tilail, Burzah Bal, Gurez and the surrounding  regions. 

It merges in to the Jehlim river near Domel at Muzafferabad. 

 

The Chenab River: - The Chenab is the significant river of the state. It has its 

course on the middle Himalayas and Bara-Lacha glacier. Honestly two streams 
                                                           
5 Ibid. P-123 
6 Ali, Hussain, Geography of Jammu and Kashmir, Sagar Publishing House Jammu, *J&K), 1991, 
pp. 135-136. 
7 Lawrence, Walter, The Valley of Kashmir, London, 1895, pp. 198-199. 
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called Chandra Bhaga which originate in Himachal Paradesh at an elevation of 

4900 meters unite near Tandi to form Chandra Bhaga river. The Chandra bhaga 

after flowing through Chamba in Himachal Paradesh enters the state of Jammu 

and Kashmir at Paddar. From Paddar onwards the river assumes the name of 

Chenab. The river is fast flowing river and flows through Rocky Mountains up 

to Akhnoor. The river is 1180 kms. long in the state and its base in India is 

126755 sq. kms. It finally flows into Pakistan and joins Indus system.8 

 

The Tawi River: - River Tawi arises from Sewajdhar near Bhadrwah. The river 

after passes through Ram Nagar, Chenani, Udhampur and Jammu finally 

meets Chenab at Akhnoor. The river has a total length of 120 kms.. 

 

Ravi River: - The river arises from southern slopes of Pirpanjal. The river after 

passing through Madhupur and Kathua enters Pakistan to meet Indus system. 

Total length of this river is about 65 kms.9 

 

SOILS: -  

 

The soils of Jammu and Kashmir have been divided in to three main categories 

viz; 

1. Hill soil 

2. Alluvial soil. 

3. Karewa soils. 

 

Hill soil: - Hill soils are shallow, immature, acidic, deficient in potash, 

phosphorous and lime and are susceptible to soil erosion. The soils are found in 

mountainous tracts of the state above the attitude of 700 meters. Humus 

content of these soils varies according to slope and attitude. The crop like 

maize, pluses, oil seeds and fodder are generally cultivated on these soils. In 

Kashmir valley orchards of Apple, Pear and Walnut have been grown on such 

lands.  

 

                                                           
8 Hussain, Majid. Geography of Jammu and Kashmir State, Rajesh Publishing House New – 
Delhi, 1998. pp. 09-10. 
9 Iqbal, Mohammad. A Regional Geography of Kashmir, Srinagar Kashmir, 1998. pp. 192. 
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Alluvial soils: - Alluvial soils are the most important soils of the state. These 

soils are formed by mud, silt, sand and gravel which are brought down by the 

following water and deposited over low lands. These are found in southern 

plains of Kashmir valley floor. Besides the Chenab valley also possesses a 

narrow strip of such soil. The alluvial soils owing to their fertility can grow 2-3 

crops every year if proper irrigation facilities are available. In Kashmir valley 

generally paddy is grown on such soils while in Jammu region wheat, gram, 

paddy and mustard are commonly grown. 10 

 

Karewa soils: - These soils are lacustrine deposits and are found around the 

bank of river Jehlum in Kashmir. Karewas are flat mounds in the valley of 

Kashmir and Kishtawar. Some important karewas of Kashmir are located in 

Pampore, Mattan, Tral, Awantipore, Lethpora, Kulgam, Shopian, Qazigund, 

Tangmarg, Baramullah and Budgam. Karewa soils are generally employed for 

the cultivation of cash crops like Saffron, Almounds, Cherry Walnuts Apples 

and Pears. 11 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF KASHMIR: - 

 

Agree with the oldest book on Kashmir, ―Nilmat Purana‖ in the Satisar lived a 

demon called Jalod Bowa who tortured and devoured the people, who lived 

near mountain slopes. Hearing the suffering of the people, a great saint of our 

Country, Kashyapa by name, came to rescue of the people here. After 

performing penance for a long time, the saint was blessed, and he was able to 

cut the mountain near Varamula, which blocked the water of the lake from 

flowing into the plains below. The lake was drained, the land appeared, and 

the demon was killed. This encouraged people from India to settle in the 

Valley. The people named the Valley as Kashyapa-Mar and Kashyap-pura. The 

name Kashmir also implies land derivated from the water: Ka the water, and 

shimeera to desiccate. The ancient Greeks called it Kasperia, and the Chinese 

pilgrim Hiuen Tsang who visited the Valley around 631 A.D called it kasha-mi-

                                                           
10 Kishtiwari, Asaar, Focus on Jammu and Kashmir, Crecent Publishers Jammu, 1990, pp. 38. 
11 S. Maqbool Ahmad And Banu Raj, Historical Geography of Kashmir, Ariyan Publishing House, 
New-Delhi, pp. 48-49. 
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lo. In modern times the people of Kashmir have shortened it into Kasheer in 

their tongue.12 

 

 Kashmir, ―The Paradise on earth‖, is a history making Kashmir has a 

monumental past, a painful present and an uncertain future. The history of 

Kashmir is well documented and there are ample reminders of the ancient 

reminders of this valley, still lying around in Kashmir. Mythology tradition has 

it that, the valley originally was a huge lake called ―Satisar‖ (land of godess 

Sati, consort of lord Siva), and its waters have blocked near Varmulla (present 

town of Baramulla). Modern geologists also confirm this myth as 

true.13According to the oldest manuscript on Kashmir ―Nilmat Purnima‖, in 

Satisar there lived a demon named Jalod Bowa, who killed and devoured the 

people of this region. Hearing the suffering of people, a great saint of our 

country Kashyap by name, came to the rescue of the people here. After 

performing penance for a long time, the saint was blessed, and he was able to 

cut the mountain near Varamulla, (present town of Baramulla about 45 kms 

from Srinagar). The lake was drained, the land appeared and the demon was 

killed. The saint encouraged people from India to settle in the valley. The 

people named the valley as Kashyap-Mar and Kashyap Pura.14  

 

It seems that the name Kashmir also implies land desiccated from water, ―Ka‖ 

(water) and Shimra (To desiccate). 

 

The ancient Greeks called it ―Kasperia‖ and the Chinese pilgrim Hieun Tsang 

who visited the valley around 631 A.D., called it ―Ka Shi-Mi-Lo‖. 

 

The Kashmiris in their native tongue called it ―Kasheer‖ and themselves as 

―Kashir‖. The history of Kashmir starts just before the great Mahabharta was 

and the first king mentioned is Gonanda. He is said to have come to the throne 

when 653 years of the Kali era has passed. Gonanda I was killed in a battle for 

Jarasandha against Krishna at Mathura, and at the time of the commencement 

of the great Mahabharta war, Gonanda II was ruling Kashmir.15According to 

                                                           
12 Khan MM. et.al., (2013) ‗Ancient Kashmir‘ Dominant Publishers & Distributors Pvt. Ltd, New 
Delhi,pp-2 
13 Dhar, L.N. Kashmir – The Crown of India, Vivikananda Kendra Kanyakumari June 1984, pp. 0-91. 
14 Nilmat Purana 
 
15 Bamzai, P.M.K. Early History of Kashmir, metro Book Co. Pvt. Ltd. (1973) pp. 21-22 
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Rajtarangni by Kalhan 35 Kings acceded to the throne of Kashmir after 

Gonanda II, but ―they have been immersed in the ocean of oblivion, their 

names and deeds having perished through the destruction of the records,‖ 

Some modern historian have however, attempted to identify them (these-35 

kings) either the Pandavas or the ancestors of Maharaja Gulab Sing, the 

founder of J&K State)16. Ancient Kashmir also came under person kings for 

sometime from 558-530 B.C. and again from 326-325 B.C). 

 

Kashmir under Mauryas:- 

 

The real history of Kashmir began with the region of Ashoka. He subjugates 

Kashmir in about 250 B.C. and sent missionaries to introduce Buddhism in this 

land. Ashoka founded the old city of Srinagar, called now as ―Pandrethan‖ 

(Puranadhistan) and also built many viharas and temples and repaired the old 

shrine. After the death of Ashoka (232 B.C.) Buddhism had begun to decline in 

India and so also in Kashmir. Hinduism with its ceremonies and rituals and 

sacrifices was resorted17. Jaluka, the son of successor of Ashoka resorted 

Hinduism in Kashmir. But the form of Hinduism which flourished in Kashmir 

under Jaluka was Saivism. He built to Saiva temples of Jyestharuda and 

Bhatusa at Srinagar and Nandishetra respectively. He is said to have 

demolished Buddhist viharas but later adopted a conciliatory attitude towards 

Buddhism. 

 

Jaluka was succeeded by Damodara II. He built a town on the Damodara Suda 

(Modern Damodar under) to the south of Srinagar18. The Mauryan emperor 

Ashoka is recorded to have ruled Kashmir, and Kalhana rightly mentions that 

the king was a follower of Buddhism .Ashoka founded the old city of Srinagar 

called now as Pandrethan, and also builds many Viharas and temples and 

repaired the old shrine.19 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
16 Stein, M.A., Kalhan’s Rajtarangi Col. I, Gulshan Publishers Srinagar (Kmr) (2997) pp. 158-159 
17 Habib, Mohd and Nizami, Khaliq Ahmad, A Comprehensive History of India (edt.) Vol III 
Ancient India, New Delhi, 1970. pp. 381. 
18 Ibid.pp.386 
19 Ibid. P.4 
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Kashmir under Kushanas:- 

 

The scholars also, accept the theory that the valley for over two hundred years 

was ruled by Indo-greek kings before the start of (Turushka), Kushans rule in 

the state. Kalhana, s account of Turushka kings, indicates without any doubt 

the occupation of the valley. The three kings mentioned by him are Huska, 

Juska, and Kanishka, each of them is credited with the foundation of a town, 

christened after their respective names: Hushkapura, Jushkapura and 

Kanishkapura20. After the death of Damodara II Kashmir was occupied by 

Kushanas. Notable among Kushan rules were Huska, Juska and Kanishka. 

Each one of these rulers founded a town after his own name. These were 

Husskapura (Uska), Juskapura (Zuku) and Kanishkapur (Kanispu). Kanishka 

convened the 4th Buddhist got divided into Mahayana and Hinayana sects21. 

 

Local Rules:- 

 

After the Kushan rule certain local rulers came in succession and ruled in 

Kashmir. The first such ruler was Abhimanyu Patanjali‘s famous work 

―Mahabhassya‖ was brought to Kashmir in his times. Abhimanyu was 

successed by Gonanda III. Gonanda III was followed by Vibhisana I, Indrajet, 

Ravana and Vibhishana II in succession. Vibhishana II was succeeded by his 

son Nara or Kinnara. Nara was a sworn enemy of Buddhism and burned 

thousand of Viharas22. 

 

Kashmir under Huns:- 

 

When Gupta‘s ruled rest of India Kashmir was an independent state. However 

on the fall of Gupta dynasty Kashmir fell into the hands of Hunas. The first 

Huna ruler was Mihirkula, who when expelled from Punjab by Yashodharman, 

took refuge with the king of Kashmir. Mihirkula was very cruel and tyranny 

was the order of the day. When he died in 612 A.D. the land of Kashmir heaved 

a sigh of relief23. The names of the immediate successors of Mihirakula suggest 

that the Huns continued to rule over Kashmir for some more time, after Baka 
                                                           
20 Ibid.p-5 
21 Nath, P.K., A History of Kashmir, Deep and Deep Publishers Jammu tawi (J&K), (1986), pp. 18-
19. 
22 Saxena, K.S., Political history of Kashmir, New Delhi, 1974, pp. 10-11. 
23 Thakur, U., Hunas In India, New Delhi, 1967, pp. 57-58. 
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amd Ksitinanda, Vasunanda was thus the third in line. He is said to have 

composed a treatise on erotics. Nara ii and Aksha followed him. Aksha 

founded the town of Akshvala the well-known modern tourist resort of 

Achabal. Gopaladitya was the next king. He is credited to have established 

many religious foundations, including the Shrine of Jyesthesvara on the Gopal 

hill, which is identified with that of Shankarachaya in Srinagar. Narindraditya 

was the second successor of Gopaladitya, the first being Gokarna.24 
 

Kashmir under Karkota’s (617-855 A.D.):- 

 

The founder of the Karkota Dynasty was Durlabhavardhana. But his origin is 

shrouded in mystery. According to Kalhana, he was the son of Karkota Naga,a 

legendary figure among the Nagas who were among the early inhabitants of 

Kashmir. It is because of this reason that the dynasty by him come to be known 

as Karkota25. In the beginning of 7th A.D. the throne of Kashmir passed into the 

hands of the famous Karkota dynasty. The founder of Karkota dynasty was 

Dhurlabbhavardhana, who acceded to the throne in 617 A.D. and ruled for 

about 36 years. The Karkotas were also called Nagas.Dhurlabbhavardhana was 

succeeded by his grandson Pratapaditya who ruled for 50 years from 653-703 

A.D. He founded the town of Pratappura now known as Tapar, about 25 kms 

to the north-west of Srinagar on Srinagar-Baramulla road.26The greater king of 

Karkota dynasty was Muktapida, who was the son of Pratapaditya. He acceded 

to the throne of Kashmir in about 720 A.D. and came to be known as 

Lalitaditya. Lalitaditya and his queen founded many new towns. He built the 

town of Surischarpura and Daratpura (now extinct). Two more towns 

Phalapura (now Shadipora) and Prontsa (now poonch) were also built by the 

king. At Lalithpura (now lethpora) he built a temple and a town. The most 

significant architects of Lalitaditya were the temples of Martand and the city of 

Pariharpura. 

Lalitaditya died in 760 A.D. and was followed by week successors. Jayapida 

was the only capable ruler of the Karkota dynasty after Lalitaditya. 

 

During the last years of Karkota dynasty, the kingdom was in a state of chaos 

and confusion. It was during this chaos and confusion that a son of Utpala viz; 
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Sukhavarman dethroned the last Karkota ruler and established Utpala 

dynasty.27 

 

Kashmir under Utpala’s (855-949 A.D.):- 

 

It has already been noted that the ancestors of Avantivarman, the new king of 

Kashmir, were spirit distillers by profession. Residents of the village of 

Akhuva, which remains unidentified, they first came into prominence in the 

time of Lalitapida.Uppa a member of their family, had a widowed daughter 

named Jayadevi. Attracted by her charms, the king took her as mistress. After 

his death, Cippat-ajayapida, his youthful son also, lusting for her beautiful 

form, brought her into her harem in the same capacity. Jayadevi had number of 

brothers. Turning Cippat-ajayapida,s youth and sensuous nature to their 

account, they brought him under their evil influence. Soon they came to 

exercise authority as well and, under Ajitapida, embezzled the public funds to 

their hearts content. Utpala was one of them. His son Sukhavarman,even made 

a bid for the throne, but failed. Avantivarman was his son.28Avantivarman was 

the founder of utpala dynasty who acceded to the throne of Kashmir in 855 

A.D. and ruled upto 883 A.D. He was the most powerful and energetic ruler of 

the Utpala dynasty. 

 

During Avantivarman‘s reign Kashmir was often hit by devastating floods due 

to overflow of Mahapadma lake (present day wular lake). As such famines 

were a common phenomenon and prices of rice rose by 5 to 10 times. His able 

works minister Suyya in order to check the floods got the rock bound gorge of 

Vitasta (Jhelum) near Baramulla cleared of and widened. The minister also got 

the confluence of River Jhelum and Singd Nallah changed from village 

Watrigam in Lar Pargana to Shadipur near Srinagar.29 Avantivarman founded 

the town of Avantipura on the banks of Jhelum River about 25 kms from 

Srinagar in Anantnag district. He also built many temples, ruins of which still 

exist. 

 

                                                           
27 Koul, D.R., Kashmir under Karkotas, Aryan Publihsers, New Delhi 1984 pp. 41-42. 
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Prime Minister of Avantivarman Sura (Sheru) founded the town of Surapur 

(modern Harpora near Shopian district). Avantivarman died in June 883 A.D. 

near the shrine of Jayastheswara at Triphar. Avantivarman was succeeded by 

his son Shankarverman. He founded the town of Shankarpura about 25 kms 

from Srinagar. He also built two temples here, the town came to called as 

Shankara Pattan or present day Pattan. Shankarverman was killed during his 

invasion of Hazara near Uri in 904 A.D. The last ruler of Utpala dynasty was 

Suraverman. He was forced to run away by his commander-in-chief in 939 A.D. 

All of this stage a council of Brahmins placed Yashakar Dena on the throne. 

Which ended the rule of Utpala Dynasty?30 

 

Kashmir under Guptas :- (320-467 A.D.)  

 

Grandson of a writer (Divira), and perhaps belonging to the Vaisha caste, 

Parvagupta had risen to became a minister of Unmattavanti,as already noted. 

Along with some other colleagues, he used to honour the king by laughable 

means. Once he danced in the royal assembly with his lion-cloth take off. 

Under his influence, Unmattavanti committed certain abominable acts against 

the women.Finally,it was he who was chiefly at the bottom of Yasakara‘s 

troubles towards the evening of his life. And such was the character of the new 

king of Kashmir. With all his failings, however, Parvagupta displayed ability 

and energy in administering the country.31Parvbagupta ascended to the throne 

of Kashmir in 949 A.D. and founded the Gupta dynasty. Gupta dynasty ruled 

for about 50 years. Parvagupta‘s rule lasted for two years only and he was 

succeeded by his son Kshemagupta who ruled from 950-958 A.D. 

Kshemagupta married Didda, the daughter of Samharaja, the ruler of Lohara 

dynasty. The marriage of Kshemagupta and Didda influenced his historical 

scene of Kashmir for next 50 years. Her husband‘s was a mere puppet in her 

hands so Kshemagupta was nicknamed as Didda-Kshema. Didda dominated 

the historical scene of Kashmir first as queen of Kshemagupta then as queen 

mother and ultimately as ruler from about 980-1003 A.D.32Kshemagupta was 

succeeded by his son Abhimanu Gupta whose rule lasted from 958-972 A.D. It 

was this reign that almost whole of the Srinagar was destroyed in a destroy 
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fire. After the death of Abhimanugupta the queen mother, Didda placed 

Nandigupta, her grandson on the throne. However she got her killed in the 

very next year and placed her grandson Tribhuvanagupta on the throne. 

However he was put to death by Didda and then ascended the throne herself in 

980 A.D. Queen Didda‘s rule lasted for about 20 years. She was a charming and 

beautiful lady, but was lame. During the last days of Didda‘s rule Mohammad 

Ghazni attacked Kashmir.33Queen Didda during her life time brought up her 

brother‘s son Sangramaraja and made him the Yuvaraja. After the death of 

Didda in 1003 A.D. Sangramaraja ascended the throne of Kashmir and founded 

the rule of Lohara dynasty.34 

 

Kashmir under Lohara’s (1003-1171 A.D):  

 

Samgramaraja, succession in 1003 marks the establishment of the first Lohara 

dynasty and the rule of Kshatriyas in Kashmir. About three centuries before 

had began in the other parts of India the period of Rajput ascendency. Now 

Kashmir also came to be governed by the men of their stock. Tunga remained 

in the saddle under king Samgramraja also. But era long, the king began to feel 

uncomfortable on account of the over bearing attitude of his minister. But he 

bade his time to strike against him, and in the meanwhile quietly occupied 

himself is strengthening this position. One every significant step that he took 

towards this end was the marriage of his daughter Lothika to Preman,a 

brahaman superintendent of the Didda Math who possessed wealth, courage 

and other good qualities. At the same time, he took care not to arose any 

suspicion in the mind of Tunga. Rather he worked to throw him off his guard. 

Pretending to have full confidence in him he left in his hands the whole 

administration of the country. To convince him further that he himself was 

little interested in poltics, he started gathering life‘s roses. In one way do these 

measures indicate Samgramaraja, s rimidity or stupidity, as Kalhana wants us 

to believe?35Sangramraja was the 1st ruler of the Lohara dynasty. He was a son 

of Didda‘s brother. During his reign Mohammad Ghazni made his second 

campaign against Kashmir but again he was forced to retreat by ensuing 

winter. 
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Sangramraja died in 1028 A.D. and was succeeded by his son Hariraja. Hariraja 

died after a reign of 22 days and his licentious mother Srilekha attempted to 

obtain the throne. But the widowed queen and a relative of Hariraja namely 

Vigraraja were defeated and burnt to death by the royal soldiers who placed 

another son of Sangramraja named Avanta on the throne36. In 1009 A.D. when 

Harsha was the King of Kashmir, plague raged the country and disastrous 

flood destroyed the crops. A severe famine followed which added to the 

miseries of the people. The famous historian of Kashmir Kalhana Pandit is said 

to have lived during the reign of Jayasimha (1128-1149). 

 

The last ruler of Lohara dynasty was Vanitadeva who died 1171 A.D. to bring 

an end to the dynasty for want of an heir.37 

 

Downfall of Hindu Rule (1171-1339):- 

 

After the end of Lohara dynasty, the political condition of Kashmir declined to 

such an extent that it paved the way of Muslims to conquer it easily. The Hindu 

rule was ultimately overthrone in 1339 A.D. by Muslim Adventurer – Shah Mir. 

The last lap of Hindu rule from 1171 to 1339 A.D. saw many weak Hindu 

Kings.Suhadeva ruled Kashmir from 1301 to 1320 A.D. Suhadeva‘s rule is 

notable, for the arrival in the valley of two foreign adventures viz; Shah Mir 

from Swat Vally in Pakistan and Rinchana from Tibet.38During the period of 

Suhadeva Kashmir was invaded by a Tartar Chief Zulkdar Khan or Zala-chu 

from Central Asia. Zalachu invaded Kashmir from Baramulla. He destroyed 

the whole Kingdom and killed all men and women he faced.Rinchana took 

advantage of prevailing anarchy in the country and himself seized the power. 

He married Kota Rani and proclaimed himself as King in 1320 A.D. Rinchana 

was able and wise ruler. He embraced Islam and thus became the first Muslim 

ruler of Kashmir. He renamed himself as Sultan Saduruddin. The sultan ruled 

only two years and died in 1323 A.D. Rinchana founded the town of 

Rinchanpura, now a part of Srinagar city. He built the first mosque of Kashmir 

known as Bud Masheed (Big mosque). The Mosque was later destroyed by fire 
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and on that place a small mosque was built later on.39During the reign of 

Udandeva (323-1328) Kashmir was attacked by a Turkish adventurer, Achala, 

which made the king to flee to Tibet. But Kota Rani with the help of Shah Mir 

managed to protect the kingdom. By this very deed the influence of Shah Mir 

increased greatly. Kota Rani took the reigns of kingdom into her own hands 

and made Inderkoot (now Safgapora) as her capital in 1338 A.D.)1339 A.D. 

Shah Mir captured Srinagar and then besieged the fort of Inderkoot and 

proclaimed himself the ruler of Kashmir. This proclamation established the 

Muslim rule in Kashmir Kota Rani Committed suicide.40 

 

Muslim Rule in Kashmir (1339-1420):-  

 

In India, the foundation of Muslim rule by kings were called Sultans, laid by 

Sultan Shahab-ud-din Ghori after defeating Prithiviraj Chauhan in the second 

battle of Tarain 1192. He was successively followed by the Sultans of the 

dynasties of Slaves, Khiljis, Tughlaqs, Sayyaids and Lodhis and the whole 

period of their rule, which lasted till 1526 in the history of India as that of the 

Delhi Sultanate. In Kashmir, as already noted, Rinchana was the first Muslim 

Sultan who ruled from 1320-1323 under the name of Sadr-ud-din. But after his 

death the land once again fell into the hands of the Hindu kings, and Udyana-

deva and Kota Rani ruled for a period of about sixteen years. The final below to 

their rule was given by Shah Mir in 1339. He may be therefore regarded as the 

real founder of the Sultanate in Kashmir41. The accession of Shah Mir to the 

throne of Kashmir in 1339 marks the beginning not only of a dynasty but also 

of the Muslim in the valley. Even though the Muslim Rule in Kashmir started 

with Rinchana, but actual founder of Muslim is Shah Mir. Shah Mir ascended 

the throne in 1339 A.D. under the name of Sultan Shams-ud-Din. He started 

kashmiri Sana or era to memorialize the conversion of Rinchana to Islam in 

1320 A.D.42. Sultan Shamsu-ud-Din after his death was succeeded by Sultan 

Jamshed who ruled from 1342 to 1343, and was succeeded by Ali Sher who in 

turn ruled from 1343-1354 by the name of Sultan Alaudin. Alaudin was 

succeeded by his son Shiva Somak, who ruled from 1354-1373 A.D. by the 

name of Shahb-ud-Din. The most important event of Shahb-ud-Din‘s reign was 
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the 1st visit of Hazrat Mir Syed Ali HamdaniRA to Kashmir43. Sultab Shahb-ud-

Din was succeeded by his brother Hindal who ascended the throne in 1973 

A.D. under the name of Sultan Qutub-ud-Din. He ruled upto 1389 A.D. During 

his reign Mir Syed Ali Hamdani(RA) made 2nd and 3rd visit to Kashmir. 

 

Sultan Qutub-ud-Din was succeeded by his minor son Sikandar who ruled 

from 1389-1413 A.D. During Sultan Skinder‘s reign Hazrat Mir Mohd 

Hamdani(RA) son of Mir Syed Ali Hamdani(RA) visited Kashmir in 1393 A.D. 

Sultan Skinder is often called ―But Shikan‖ or ―Aurangzeb of Kashmir‖ in the 

history of Kashmir. The sultan built many mosques. Khankahi Maula was built 

during his reign by Mir Mohd Hamdani(RA)Sultan Skinder died in 1413 A.D. 

and was succeeded by his son Ali Shah whose original name was Mir Khan. He 

reigned from 1413-1420 A.D. Ali Shah was succeeded by his brother Shahi 

Khan.44 

 

Kashmir under Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin: (1420-1470) Shahi Khan ascended the 

throne in 1420 A.D. by the title of Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin, also called Bud Shah 

or Great Sultan by Kashmiris. In Kashmir history he is rightly called ―The 

Akbar of Kashmir‖. Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin took great interest in development 

of arts and crafts. He introduced the art of making Pashmina Shawl from Tibet. 

Zain-ul-Abidin founded many towns after his name viz; Zainapur (Shopian) 

Zainakoot (near Srinagar), Zaingeer (near Sopore). The sultan also laid out 

several gardens as: Bagi Zaingir, Bagi Zainadab, and Bagi Zanakoot. He also 

built an artifical Island in Wular Lake by the name of Zainalank and two in Dal 

Lake viz; Sona Lank and Rupa Lank. At river Jhelum in Srinagar, he built a 

wooden bridge by the name of Zainakadal.The sultan died in 1470 A.D. and 

one of his sons Haji Khan acceded to the throne by the title of Haider Shah.45 
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Kashmir under Chak’s (1561-1586 A.D.) 

 

All the historians agree that the Chaks came to Kashmir from the Country of 

the Darads,i.e,Dardistan(Gilgit-Hunza region).Ferocious and turbulent by 

nature,they possessed great physical strength.When Shah Mir founded the 

Sultanate, he recruited them in large number in army,and thus for the first time 

brought them into prominence. Ghazi Chak was succeeded by his brother, 

Husain Shah Chak,in 1563.In the time of the later, says Shuka, the people 

believed the kingdom of Kashmir to be equal to heaven. The people could 

easily approach the Sultan and get their grievances redressed. The Hindus 

enjoyed full freedom of worship during his time. In some of their festivals, e,g, 

Basant Panchami and Scripanchami the Sultan himself participated46. Chak 

dynasty in Kashmir was founded by Ghazi Chak in 1561 A.D. Chak‘s were 

originally Dards, residents of Gilgit Hunza region. They settled in Kashmir 

during the times of Shah Mir. 

 

Ghazi Chak ruled from 1561-1563 A.D. The great ruler of Chak dynasty of 

Kashmir was Yusuf Shah who acceded the throne in 1578 A.D. He married the 

beautiful poetess of Kashmir Habbakhatoon. Yusuf Shah died in 1592 and was 

buried at Biswak in Bihar. Yaqub Chak was the last ruler of Chak dynasty who 

reigned from 1585-1586 A.D. In 1558 A.D. Akbar, The Great Mughal Emperor 

sent a large army under Qasim Khan Mir Baar to conquer Kashmir and on 14 

October the Mughal forces entered Srinagar, thus began the Mughal rule in 

Kashmir47. 

 

Kashmir under Mughal’s (1586-1753 A.D.):- 

 

After the conquest by Akbar in 1586 A.C, Kashmir did not readily submit to 

Mughal rule. Yaquab Shah, the ex-Chak king, was still exerting himself to 

regain his lost kingdom. Ibrahim Chak Yaquab,s brother and Ali Malik 

Chadura the brother of Malik Haider Chaudara joined him. They took Mughals 

unawares at Cher-wani.Yaquab Shah Chak re-entered Srinagar as king.In may 

1589 Akbar himself came to Kashmir by travelling on horseback or on foot.To 
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be precise like Abul Fazal, his majesty planted his standards in the city of 

Srinagar on 25th Khurbad (5th June 1589) after 8 hours 24 minutes, Pandit Cuka 

mentions that Jalal-ud-din on the seventh bright lunar day of Ashadha pleased 

the brahmana boys with gift of gold and they blessed him. He then went to 

Martanda and gave cows decorated with pearls and gold to Brahamabs. He 

was glad to see Kashmir with its vines and walnut trees and of high and 

charming woods. Akbar spent a month visiting towns, villages, springs, and 

streams of which the most important are Pampur, Bijbihara and Islamabad48. 

Mughal Empire began its journey in the valley of Kashmir in around 1586 A.D. 

When Emperor Akbar conquered Kashmir in 1586 A.D. he made it a part of 

province of Kabul and Qasim Khan was made its first governor. Akbar made as 

many as three visits to Kashmir and constructed Hariparbat Fort at Srinagar. 

Jahangir along with his queen Nur Jahan visited Kashmir several times and 

often spent hot summer months in the valley. He laid out Shalimar Bagh. 

Emperor Jahangir had a great love for Verinag.After Jahangir; Shahijahan 

became the Mughal emperor of India. He paid several visits to the valley and 

here he built several gardens, mosques and sarais, chief among them are 

Chashma-Shahi and Pari Mahal.During the Mughal period art and crafts 

flourished in Kashmir very rapidly. After the death of Aurangzeb, the Mughal 

prestige in Kashmir started to face his successors too very weak who gradually 

lost control over Kashmir.49 

 

Kashmir under Afghan’s (1753-1819 A.D.):- 

 

Before we present the position in Kashmir under the Afghans, it is necessary to 

know who the invader from among the Afghans was his successors; their fights 

for power in Afghanistan, for Afghan politics naturally had their impact on the 

course of events in Kashmir during this period. We did not do this in the case 

of Mughal rule as the invader came from Agra, and the broad outline of 

Mughal history in India is fairly well known to the general reader. In the case 

of the Afghans it is not Agra or Delhi but distant Herat,Qandahar and Kabul 

that affected the destinies of the people in the valley of Kashmir.Therefore,a 

bird,s eye view of the happenings in Afghanistan  will enable the reader of 
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Kashmir to understand the background of the drama staged in 

Srinagar.Ahmad shah Durrani who conquered Kashmir in 1752 A.C was the 

son of Mahammad Zaman Khan an Afghan of the sadozai clan of the popular 

branch of the Abdali tribe living in the province of Herat.Zaman khan,s father 

Abdullaha khan was the son of Hayat sultan.50In 1753 A.D. Ahmad Shah 

Abdali invaded India and in the same year he sent a strong army under the 

command of Abdulah Khan to conquer Kashmir. A battle was fought at 

Shopian (some 50 kms from Srinagar) between Mughal forces and Abdali‘s 

army in which Mughal forces were defeated and Afghan‘s entered Srinagar. 

Afghan‘s ruled over for about 60 years from 1953 to 1819 A.D. During this 

period Kashmir was governed by 28 Afghan governors in secession. The first 

Afghan governor of Kashmir was Abdullah Khan Ishaq. He is known for his 

cruelty in the history of Kashmir.51 

 

The Afghan ruler in Kashmir was a dark period for its people because the 

Afghan‘s let loose a reign of terror and used to punish Hindus and Muslims 

equally.52The last Afghan governor of Kashmir was Jabbar Khan. It was during 

his rule that Maharaja Ranjit Singh occupied Kashmir in 1819 A.D. and made it 

a part of Lahore Darbar.53 

 

Kashmir under Sikhs (1819-1846 A.D.):- 

 

During the Sikh Poltical domination of Kashmir which lasted from July 1819 to 

march 1846 A.D.Ten Governors were sent from Lahore Darbar to administer 

Kashmir. The average tenure of their Governorship was two years and six 

months.54 It was the stage that Maharaja Ranjit Singh was requested by one 

Pandit Birbal Dhar and other Pt.Rajakaak Dhar (of Kashmir) to take over 

Kashmir. The two Dhars were helped by three Kashmiri muslims.Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh conquered Kashmir and added it to his supremacy in 1819 A.D. By 

1834 A.D, Ladakh including Zanskar and Baltistan, had became a part of Ranjit 

Sighs kingdom, as a result of six amazing military campaigns undertaken by 

wazir Zorawar Singh Kahluria, the ablest general in the army of Raja Gulab 
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Singh, Kashmir remained a part of the Sikh kingdom till 1846 A.D.when it was 

granted by the British to Raja Gulab Singh. During this period of 27 years, 

Kashmir was administered by as many as ten governor‘s succession appointed 

by the Lahore Darbar and the last two were Muslims. Chief among them were 

Misr Diwan Chand, Diwan Moti Ram, Hari Singh Nalwa, Diwan Ram and 

Prince Sher Singh. In 1819 A.D. Kashmir became a part of Lahore Darbar and 

by 1834 A.D, Ladakh, Zanaskar, Baltistan had also been conquered by Sikhs. 

Kashmir remained part ofSikh kindom for 27 years and Diwan Moti Ram was 

the first Sikh governor of Kashmir. In 1845 A.D. Sikhs plunged into war with 

Britishers in which they were defeated and the Sikhs virtually lost control over 

Kashmir. The last Sikh governor of Kashmir was Imad-ud-din.55 

 

Kashmir under Dogras (1846-1947 A.D):- 

 

The processes converting the different political entities of the modern Jammu 

and Kashmir in one Political unit started in early 19th century. It was Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh (1800-39) of Lahore Darbar, who decided to conquer the states of 

Jammu and Kashmir regions. In 1808, Maharaja Ranjit Singh compelled it Dev, 

the last king of Jammu state, to accept his sovereignty and in 1816 annexed 

Jammu to the Lahore Darbar. After its annexation to the Lahore Darbar, Jammu 

was assigned in jagir to Prince Kharak Singh, the son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. 

But the rule of Maharaja Ranjit Singh was opposed by the local people of 

Jammu under the leadership of Mian Dido. Though Mian Dido was a Jamwal 

Rajput and belonged to a branch of ruling family of jammu.he fought for the 

cause of common people of jammu.Finally.Maharaja Ranjit Singh decided to 

utilise the services of Gulab Singh,a Dogra army officer working under 

him.Gulab Singh was the most competent and suitable army commender for 

the suppression of Mian Dido. In the first Anglo Sikh war in 1845 at Sabroan, 

Sikhs were defeated which forced Maharaja at Lahore Dilip Singh to enter into 

an agreement with the British. A treaty mediated by Raja Gulab Singh of 

Jammu was signed between the British and the Sikhs on 09 Match 1846 at 

Lahore popularly known as ―treaty of Lahore‖. By this treaty Britishers 

recognized Dilip Singh as the ruler of Lahore. Seven days after the treaty of 

Lahore, another treaty was concluded between the British and Maharaj Gulab 
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Singh on 16 March 1846 at Amritsar which came to be known as ―Treaty of 

Amritsar‖56  

 

By this treaty disreputably referred to in Jammu and Kashmir as the ―Sale deed 

of Kashmir‖, the company (East India Company) made over to Raja Gulab 

Singh the state of Jammu and Kashmir forever and independent possession for 

a sum of 75 lakh Nanakshahees and it was through this treaty that the present 

state of Jammu and Kashmir came into being.57 
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CHAPTER SECOND 

 

Chak Dynasty 
 

 

INTRODUCTION:- 

 

Chak dynasty was established by Ghazi Chak in 1561. The Chaks were 

originally Dards. Residents of Gilgit Hunza area. All the historians agree that 

the Chaks came to Kashmir from the Country of the Darads, i.e, 

Dardistan(Gilgit-Hunza gegion). Ferocious and turbulent by nature, they 

possessed great physical strength. When Shah Mir founded the Sultanate, he 

recruited them in large in his army, and thus for the first time brought them 

into prominence.Chak rule lasted till 1588 A.D. when Akbar occupied Kashmir. 

In the time of Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin, Pandu Chak was their leader. But he 

showed a refractory conduct, whereupon the Sultan put him and some other 

leading Chaks to death.The surviving Chak families were then settled in 

Kupwara and Trahgam, and came to be known as the Kupwari and the 

trahgami Chaks. Zain-ul-Abidin, policy, however gave only a temporary set-

back to the rising power of the Chaks, and they reasserted during the weak rule 

of his successors. They increased their prestige and power further by entering 

into matrimonial alliances with important land owing families of the Valley as 

well as the ruling dynasty.  

 

The eleven years rule of Mirza Haider Dughlat once again dealt a severe blow 

to the Chaks. He was a fanatic sunni while they mostly shias.Hence they 

suffered persecution at his handfs. But after the Mirza,s fall and death, the 

power of the Chaks was always on the ascent and, in 1556 one of them, Ghazi 

Chak, even ascended the throne. As Sultan, Ghazi Chak first brought some 

refractory nobles under control. He then tried to conquer Ladakh, but failed. 

His arms were, however, successful in Gilgit, Kishtwar and Pakhli. The chief of 

the Gakhhars also is stated to have been subjugated by him.Gazi Chak was 

succeeded by his brother, Husain Shah Chak, in 1563. In the time of the 

later,says Shuka, ―the people believed the kingdom of Kashmir to be equal to 

heaven‖. 
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Gazi Chak ruled from 1561-1563. In his old age Ghazi Chak sufferd from 

leprosy and lost his fingures and eye sight. He then entrusted his brother 

Hassan Chak usurped the throne in 1563 A.D and then ruled upto 1570 A.D.In 

1568 A.D there were great Shia Sunni conflicts in Kashmir.Hassan Shah was 

dethroned by Ali Shah in 1570 who in turn ruled upto 1578. In 1578 Yousf 

Shah, after death of his father Ali Shah ascended the throne in 1578.But owing 

to his numerous in capabilities he was soon dethroned by the nobles.The 

throne was now occupied by Mubrak Shah, a syeed. But his rule lasted for a 

few months only. And was succeded by Lohar Chak.Lohar Chak,s rule lasted 

for 13 months. In 1580 Yusuf Shah with the help of some Mughal forces 

defeated Lohar Chak near Sopur and captured the throne. On his 2nd term 

Yosuf Shah from 1580-1586. He appointed Muhammad Bhat as his Chief 

Minister. Muhammad Bhat soon to revolt against the Sultan but was 

imprisoned. In December 1585, Akbar sent a strong army under the command 

of Raja Bhagwan Das against Yusuf Shah Chak.They enterd Kashmir by Jehlum 

valley route. The two armies met at Buliasa pass 80km from Baramullah. 

However heavy rains, snow storms and scaricity of supplies took a heavy toll 

of Mughal army. Bhagwan Das threatened Yusuf Shah of a fresh and more 

severse attact in near future and asked him to proceed along with him to 

present himself before emperor Akbar. Yusuf Shah expressed his willingness to 

do so and on 14 February 1585 slipped into Mughal Camp.Kashmiri,s 

proclaimed prince Yaqub as their Sultan and carried on the struggle against 

Mughal Invaders. However they ultimately had to yield before the Mughal 

Army in 1586.At last Akbar sent a huge army under Qasim khan Mir Baar to 

conqure Kashmir and on October 14, 1586 they entered Srinagar. Yaqub Chak 

was the last ruler of Chak dynasty who reigned from 1585-1586.According to 

P.N.K Bamzai ―Out of the confusing picture of the currents and cross-currents 

of the political intrigues this time, there emerge the personalities of two rival 

nobles, Malik Abdal the son of Ibrahim Magrey, and Kazi the leader of the 

Chak clan and the hero of many a battle. Besides there appear on the scene the 

three sons of Fateh Shah-Sikander, Habib and Nazuk. Habib died early while 

fleeing from Kashmir after a defeat at the hands of Kazi Chak.Kazi Chak 

acquired enough power during these disturbed times to be able to subdue a 

number of nobles and restore peaceful conditions in the Valley for some 

months.But his power aroused resentment among his rivals, particularly Malik 

Abdal Magrey, who combined together and forced Kazi to leave the Valley and 

seek shelter at Naushera ‖.   
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According to Dr.Parmu opines that ―Chaks may have descended from the 

Chakmas of the Malaya peninsula or from the nomads of the Kipchak desert in 

Central Asia, who became known as Qazak.May be they originated from the 

Turkomans of Central Asia, or may they were a branch of some ancient tribe 

living in kohkand region who committed robberies and attacked way-farers, 

when it appears, they were enlisted by some Mongol general when he invaded 

Northern India. These are mere conjectures unsupported by any evidence.Dr 

Parmu has further tried to trace genealogy of the Chaks from 

Alamkarachakara, the feudal Lord of Karma, who caused much destruction to 

Raja Jaisimha (1128-55 A.D) in concert with Bhoja.This identification too,like 

the previous ones lacks proof and is unacceptable on the following 

grounds.First Kalhana though mentions his relationship with the Dardic 

people,yet he does not attribute him to the Dardic stock, the offsprings of 

which the Chaks were.Secondly, Kalahana has given the characteristics feature 

of Alamkara which are not in conformity with those of the Chaks, the 

descendants of Langar Chak, e.g Kalahana writes, Alamkara,the 

superintendent of the great treasury embellished the land by constructing 

bathing huts, Mathas, Brahmapuris, bridges and the like.He was known as poet 

who surpassed all liberal persons by his liberality.Thus Kalahana has praised 

Alamkara for many virtues and talents, the Chaks who flourished in Kashmir 

before and during the time of Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin (1420-70 A.D.) possessed 

none of these qualities and were entirely different in nature and character from 

Alamkara. They were most ferocious, turbulent and warlike people,full of 

marauding habits.This constast also renders unacceptable ,the opinion of 

Dr.Parmu,s identifying Alamkara with Langar Chak who entered Kashmir 

much after Alamkara,s existence. Moreover no contemporary Persian or 

Sanskrit chronicler supports this view.Similarly Sufi and Mohibhul Hassan 

only refers to the arrival of Langar Chak from Dardistan in the time of Raja 

Suhadeva of Kashmir which does not lead to any conclusion.According to 

Malik Haidar who mentions in his book ―Tarikh-i-kashmir‖ that Langar Chak 

came to Kashmir from Barsal the Capital of the Dardistan, owing to the conflict 

with his brother for the throne. He does not mention anything about Shams 

Chak.The Tarik-i-kashmir is one of the best primary source of medieval 

Kashmir. ―Accordinf Walter R Lawrence who mentions in his book which is 

untitled Valey of Kashmir that there is some doubt as the origion of the Tsak or 

Chak tribe, which played so prominent a part in the history of Kashmir in the 
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sixteenth Century, and it is believed that they were not descendents of the 

Kashmir Hindus but Musalmans Dards from Chilas. 58 
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CHAPTER THIRD 

 

Administration of Chak rule 
 

Ghazi Chak was succeeded by his brother, Husain Shah Chak, in 1563.In the 

time of the latter, says Shuka, ―the people believed the kingdom of Kashmir to 

be equal to heaven.‖The country was cleared of thieves and robbers.Corrupt 

officials also were severly dealth with.The people could easily approach the 

Sultan and get their grievances redressed.Cultivators feature were especially 

procted.So it was a brilliant administration.One of the unique feature of his 

administration was, however,the planning of royal engagements and the 

regulation of the state business.The Sultan fixed a particular day of the week to 

dispose of the work of each department.59  Ghazu Chak (1561-63) who thus had 

the throne of Kashmir was in the beginning of his career as king a very discreet 

person. He devoted his attention to the removal of various evils prevalent in 

the State. He was particularly careful to rehabilitate the finances. Due to 

various factors, Poltical and natural, the treasury had become empty. He 

established a semblance of peace and reconquered some of the former 

territories of the kingdom, notably Skardu, Gigit, Kishtwar and Pakhli. Ghazi 

Chak was a stern ruler, led a life of frugality, and was a poet too. 60  According 

to Dr.Nizam-Ud-Din-Wani who states in his book ―Muslim rule in 

Kashmir(1554 A.D to 1586 A.D) that it is difficult to comprehensive picture of 

the administrative structure during the Chaks,owing to the absence of any 

treaties on administration.However,relying on the stray reference in the 

chronicles, a general administration outline is attempted here.The Chaks did 

not bring any strking change in the administration except some minor reforms 

which were effected at the time of need.The result was that the already 

established institutions were retained and revitalized till the end of the Chak 

rule.61 

 

The Chak government like those of the Shahmir rulers,was an absolute 

monarchy, both in legal and Poltical sense. But it was not an unrestrained 

autocracy. Their authority had its checks in the code of law, the nobility and the 
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ulema.Of course, it depend upon the ability and attitude of each individual 

ruler. Like their Delhi counterpart emperor Akbar, the Chak kings had the 

khutba read and the coins struck in their own name. The Chak rulers 

concentrated all legislative, execative, and judicial powers, in their hands, but 

in practice, they were kind and benevolent kings and their rule was an 

enlightened autocracy. Yaqub Shah Chak was the only Chak king, who 

attempted to establish himself as an ideal Muslim king whose primary 

functions according to Muslim jurists were:  

 

(i) To promote and maintain the faith, defend the territories of Islam, 

and wage a holy war against its enemies; and 

(ii) To discharge his legal and public duties as the supreme judge and 

administrator, with the help of his officers, to collect rates and taxes, 

to keep in touch with public affairs.  

 

The progress of learning and of learned men, calligraphy, dance and music 

added greater luster and dimensions to the kingship of the chuk rulers. In 

showing religious tolerance, Yusuf Shah Chak even surpassed Zain-ul-Abidin 

(1420-70) and even abolished the jaziya on the non-muslims.For the 

enforcement of the shariat, the exalted office of Shaikh-ul-islam was set up by 

Qazzat under the Chaks and all of them consulted him in all religious matters. 

The Qazi-ul-Qazzat decided cases, according to Islamic law, which was binding 

to all. Thus by holding liberal principles, the Chak king unmistakably 

demonstated that a muslim kingship was capable of giving full states of 

citizenship to its non-Muslim subjects in practice, if not in theory.62 

 

Ghazi shah the first Chak ruler:- 

 

Ghazi Chak (1561-1563) who thus had the throne of Kashmir was in the 

beginning of his career as king a very discreet person. He devoted his attention 

to the removal of various evils prevalent in the State. He was particularly 

careful to rehabilitate the finances. Due to various factors, poltical and natural, 

the treasury had became empty. He established a semblance of peace abd 

reconqured some of the former territories of the kingdom, notably Skardu, 

Gilgit, Kishtiwar and Pakli. To these he deputed intelligent and able Governors.  
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Ghazi Chak is known as ruthless dispenser of justice. A single instance will 

illustrate this trait in his character. Once servant of his son, was caught 

plucking fruits in an Orchard. The king ordered his hands to be cut off. 63 

 

Husain Shah as ruler:- 

 

Ghazi Chak was succeeded by his brother, Husain Shah Chak, in 1563. In the 

latter says Shuka, the people believed the kingdom of Kashmir to be equal to 

heaven. A unique feature of his administration was, however the planning of 

royal engagements and the regulation of the state business. The Sultan fixed a 

particular day of the week to dispose of the work of each department. The 

Hindus enjoyed full freedom of worship during his reign. In some of their 

festivals, e.g, Basant Panchami and scripanchami, the Sultan himself 

participated. But unfortunately his kingdom was disturbed by some revolts. 

The most threatening of these occurred in 1565. It was led by Fath Chak, Shams 

Duni and some other nobles.Mubariz Khan was his first chief minister. In 1567 

he was replaced by Malik Luli. But the latter was found guilt of embezzlement 

and given the sack. Ali Koka then became the new chief minister. Husain 

Shah.s reign also ended ignominiously owing to the intrigues of Ali koka. In 

view of the Sultan,s falling health, the latter advised him to to abdicate infavour 

of the his sons and imprison his brother,Ali khan,who could be a rival 

candidate to the throne. 64 Hussain Shah starts his carrier from 1563 A.D and 

ends at 1570A.D. By the time Hussain Shah ascended the throne the bitterness 

in the relations between the Sunnis and Shias had greatly died out, so much so 

that Hussain Shah appointed Sayyid Habib, a Sunni jurist from Khwarizm as 

the qazi of Srinagar and oreacher at Jama Masjid. He also gave complete 

religious freedom to Hindus and used to participate in their festivals like 

Sripanchami. Meanwhile Akbar had sent two envoys, both of Shia faith, to 

induce Hussain to acknowledge his suzerainty. While in Srinagar Mirza 

Muqim the imperial envoy actively interfered in the Mandav affair and asked 

the governer, of Srinagar, Ali Koka, to hand over the Qazis to the Shias, he 

latter dragged them through the streets and executed two Qazis, Mulla Firus 

and Mulla Yusuf Almas. Meanwhile Hussain Shah who treated Akbar,s envoys 

with great respect, sent them back with presents for the Emperor and also sent 
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his daughter for marriage to prince Salim.65He reorganized his army and took 

his officers into close confidence. He sent his brother Shankar Chak, as the 

governor to Rajauri.While there he raised an army from the martial tribes of 

that place, and with this marched against his brother in Srinagar. The king‘s 

able and devoted minister, Malik Muhammad Naji, with great pluck and 

diplomacy was successful in defeating this brother of the king.66 

 

Ali Shah (1570-1578):- 

 

Sultan Ali Shah introduced himself to his subjects publicly at a mass gathering 

at the Jama Masjid.and decleared that he would rule like patriot king and never 

allows religious considerations to influence the State affairs.Sayyid Mubrak 

Baihaqi was essentially a man of peace and believed in settling the affairs by 

tact. Consequently, the administration came to be run with justice moderation 

and kindness.67 

 

Ali Shah attacked and defeated Bahadur Singh the chief of Kishtwar who sent 

his daughter in token of his submission for Ali Shah,s grandson, Yaqub to wed. 

It was because of this relation that Yaqub got refuge at Kishtwar when he was 

defeated by the imperial forces of the Mughals during the latters, invasion and 

conquest of Kashmir.68Early in his reign he had to suppress a revolt raised by 

his son, Yusuf. The youthful prince had treacherously murdered his cousin, 

Aiba Khan, Ghazi Shah,s son as he too was a claimant, Yusuf instigated by evil 

advisers, defied his father. But ultimately they got reconciled to one other. 

Meanwhile Akar was extending his influence over Kashmir. Unwilling to attact 

the Kashmir forces in their impregnable mountain fastnesses, he resorted to 

diplomacy.In july 1578 he sent Sadr-ud-din and Maulana Ishaqi to Ali Shah,s 

court. Thye envoys so pleaded their master,s cause and so overawed Ali Shah 

with the stories of Mughal power that he ordered the khutba to be read in the 

emperor,s name and sent Hussain,s daughter for Salim to wed. The last and the 

only attempt by the Shah Miris to regain the throne of Kashmir was made by 

Haider Khan and Saleem khan,Sons of Nazuk Shah.They were helped by some 

nobles from Kashmir and receiving promises of help from disgruntled 
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elements, they set out with aforce towards the Valley to contest the throne. 

Lohar Chak and Muhammad Chak arrested Lohar and handed him over to the 

pretenders and himself promised them help against the king. Lulled thus to be 

false sense of security, the pretender,s forces were surprised and attacked by 

Muhammad Chak while they were on the way to Rajauri.Saleem was killed 

and Haider managed to escape with his life.69 

 

Yusuf Shah (1579-1586):- 

 

Yusuf Shah who next ascended the throne was a very romantic figure and the 

story of his marriage with Habba Khutun,popularly called Zun or Zooni,the 

Moom, is well known to every student of Kashmir history.A beautiful and 

charming girl,she belonged to a peasant family of Chandrahara near 

Pampur.She learnt Gulistan and Bostan, and began to compose and sing songs 

when when she grew up.Later, she married to a villager who, being a drunkard 

and debauche made her life a hell.One day when Yusuf Shah chanced to see 

her,he was so much captivated that soon after he got her divoeced, and himself 

married her. The rule of Yusuf Shah opened with the revolt of his uncle, Abdal 

Chak, who laid claim to the throne. The latter was defeated and killed. 

Thereafter, Yusuf Shah abandoned himself to a life of ease and luxury, with the 

result that the State administration came to be neglected. Sayyad Mubrak 

Baihaqi supported by Abdul Bat, then unfurled the standard of revolt, and 

defeated the royal forces in a holy contested battle. To save his skin,Yusuf Shah 

fled away to Thana, leaving the throne vacant for the Sayyid. The haughtly and 

over-bearing attitude of the new Sultan was, however too much for the 

Kashmir nobles to be tolerated .Hence led by Abdal Bat,they turned against 

him, and sent an invitation to Yusuf Shah to return to Kashmir. Soon after 

however Abdal Bat and some Chak nobles forced Mubrak Shah to abdicate in 

favour of Lohar Chak, the cousin of Yusuf Shah. Disguisted with the conduct of 

his Kashmiri supporters, Yusuf Shah proceeded to Agra, and sought Akbar 

gelp to regain his throne.The Mughal emperor supplied him with a strong 

contingent under Raja Man Singh and Mirza Yusuf Khan Rizvi. 70 

 

Yusuf Shah Chak in his attempt to capture the throne second time had received 

military aid from Akbar but later he detached himself from the Mughal troops 
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and with a small force of Kashmir soldiers ivvaded Kashmiri and after 

defeating Lohar Chak became king of Kashmir second time in 1580, after 

becoming Sultan second time he had appointed Mohd Bhatt as his chief 

minister and abolished some in just taxes like Mir-i-bahri (tax on boatmen), 

beggar, and Jazia. 71 King Yosobha in haste when Momara Khana obtained the 

kingdom, so flies the moon when the sun rises in the morning. He went to 

obtain a shelter at the fleet of king jyallahadina(Akbar) who was the ruler of the 

whole World. Mutual enmity gradually arose among the men of Momara 

khana, even as the forest fire arises by mutual friction. Momara khana was 

imprisoned by his opponents after he had enjoyed the kingdom for one and 

forth of a nonth; and he lived in a temple.  

 

Chakka Haidara and others defeated Momara Khana and set up Lahvara 

Chakka to the throne. The villagers during the reign of this king suffered from 

the depredations caused by lions on all sides, men in every village who went 

out of their houses at night were killed by lions which were like devouring 

goblins.72Meanwhile Man Singh waited in vain at Lahore for the Invitation to 

come from Yusuf to enter Kashmir. When he was convinced of the trick played 

on him, he naturally harboured a sense of revenge against Yusuf. Soon, 

however an opportunity presented itself to make a show down against the 

latter, Yusuf Shah neglecting again the affairs of the State made it easy for his 

opponents to rise against him. There were serious defections among his 

ministers and nobles. The revolt was led by Haider Chak, but Yusuf,s faithful 

minister, Muhammad Bhatt, suppressed the rebellion. aider fled and took 

shelter with imperial interests in Kashmir, bestowed upon him Bhimber and 

Naushera in jagir.73  

 

Yusuf Shah (second Reign: 1580-1586):- 

 

When becoming Sultan for second time, Yusuf Shah began looking after his 

legal duties seriously.He abolished many oppressive taxes, such as mirbahri 

(tax on boatman), beggar (forced labour) and Jazia. But there was no respite 

from the intrigues of the nobles. Three of them.Haidar Chak, Habib Khan and 

Yusuf Khan obtained help from the ruler of Ladakh, and marched on Kashmir. 
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They were, however, defeated by Yusuf Shah. Muhammad Bat, the chief 

minister, had a personal grudge against Shams Duni, a powerful noble, and 

therefore, wanted to punish him. But thr Sultan protected the latter. The Bat 

then planned to murder the Sultan. But his plot leaked out and he also arrested.  

Meanwhile the Sultan,s son Yaqub also developed some differences with him 

and went to Kishtawar. But the two were later reconciled and Yaqub returned 

to Srinagar. In 1582,Yusuf Shah dispatched a force to chastise some  Kashmiri 

nobles who had taken refuge at Kishtwar. It was however, beaten back. 

Thereupon, the Sultan himself preoceeded against the rebels and defeated 

them.Haider Chak, one of them fled away toLahore were Raja Man Singh took 

him under his protection and granted him the jagirs of Bhimbar and 

Naushahra.  

 

The firmness that Yusuf Shah had till now shown in tackling the various State 

problems is however, found wanting in his dealings with Akbar. We have 

already noted that in response to Yusuf Shah,s request for help in 1580, the 

emperor had supplied him with a force, but the former had not used it. This 

gave Akbar, a cause of complaint and in 1581, he sent two ambassadors, Mirza 

Tahir and Salih Aqil to the court of Yusuf Shah with a latter which ran thus: ―If 

you actually consider yourself as my devoted and sincere protégé,beware of 

your arrogance and audacity which took you back to your Country and even 

since you never cared to write to my majesty about your Country.Even though 

you should have vanquished your enemies, all the same you are commanded 

to present yourself  at my majesty,s court ‖. When the Mughal ambassadors 

reached Barmullaha, they were given a warm welcome by Yusuf Shah himself. 

He kissed the Emperor,s letter, and placed it over his head as a mark of respect. 

The whole party then returned to Srinagar where the Sultan had a discussion 

with his advisers over the contents of the letter.Akbar in their opinion wanted 

to inevitable and they advised the Sultan to make preparations for it.But the 

chicken-hearted Yusuf Shah did not agree with this line of action, and opted to 

appease Akbar. Accordingly he dismissed the Mughal ambassadors with costly 

presents and also sent along them his third son,Haidar Khan.But Akbar was 

not satisfied by Yusuf Shas,s professions of loyaliyt. And insisted on the latter,s 

personal presence in his own court. In 1582, therefore he sent prince Haidar 

Khan back. At this stage Raja Man Singh with whom Haidr Chak a rebel from 

Kashmir had sought refuge also sent from Lahore a message to Yusuf Shah to 

present himself soon before the emperor.  
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The Sultan got so much frightened by the repeated Mughal calls that in the 

beginning of 1585, he sent his eldest son, prince Yaqub,with rich presents to 

Akbar, and begged that his personal presence be excused on account of rigours 

of a long journey from Kashmir to Agra. But Akbar got highly displeased at 

this. The deputation by Yusuf Shah first of a minor son who was unfit for 

military service, and then of then of the eldest whom the emperor considered 

mad and wicked was, in the opinion of Akbar, a deliberate attempt on his part 

to avoid homage.Akbar now flared up and a December 20,1585 he ordered an 

immediate invasion of Kashmir. According Raja Bhagwan Das,Mirza Shah 

Rukh and Shah Quli Mahram left with a force of 5000 horses. Yusuf Shah,s 

action however meant only his personal surrender, for the Kashmiris 

immediately proclaimed prince Yaqub as their Sultan and continued with their 

struggle against the invaders.74 

 

Eventually, Akbar invited Yusuf Shah to Delhi for talks and by treachery 

arrested Yuusuf for the rest of his life. It is narrated Habba Khatoon, Yusuf,s 

love interest a well known poetess of Kashmir, had opposed Yusuf,s travel to 

Delhi, for she sensed Akbar,s offer as a bait.She later made mentions of this in 

her writings.Yusuf was succeeded by his son Yakub Shah Chak who ruled 

Kashmir for three years until 1589 A.D, when it was annexed to Mughal empire 

by Akbar.Yusuf Shah was jailed in Bengal and later shifted to Bihar where he 

died. His remains in Bihar.75According to G.N.Itoo and Shabaz Ahmad Bodha  

that Yusuf Shah was greatly distressed as he always pined for his beloved wife 

Haba Khatoon. Yusuf Shah Chak died broken hearted in September 1592 and 

was buried at Biswak in Patna district of Bihar. 76 

 

Yaqub Shah (1586-88) Administration:-  

 

After the withdrawal of the Mughals from Kashmir, Yuqub declared himself 

free from the treaty obligations, and ascended the throne as an independent 

ruler.It was however not an easy job for him to hold his own against the 

Mughals threat. And through his follies and short-sightendness, he added to 

his already insuperable difficulties. He did nothing, which was commendable. 

Being arrogant, he showed little respect to his nobles. His general attitude 
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towards his subjects also cruel and merciless. The people and the nobles, 

therefore soon became disgusted with him, and their disgust erupted in the 

form of revolts when he showed signs of a religious intolerance.  

 

The people‘s patience was now at end. Led by Shaikh Yaqub Sarfi, a nited 

Scholar, and some prominent persons approached Akbar with a request that he 

should annex Kashmir without further delay. On their part, they promised him 

all help on certain conditions, which Akbar readily accepted. These were that: 

  

(i) The imperial government would not interfere in the religious 

affairs of and grant full freedom of worship of the Kashmaris; 

(ii) They would be allowed to carry on their trade and commerce 

without any interference; 

(iii) They would neither be made slaves nor required to do beggar;and 

(iv) The nobles with a black record would not be associated with the 

administration of the country. 

 

On June 28, 1586 Akbar dispatched from Lahore a large army under the 

command of Qasim Khan with instructions to practice enlightment justice non-

sufferance or wickedness and the accepting of apologies and the chastisement 

of the evil.Proceeding viq Bhimbar-Rajouri route under the guidance of Yaqub 

Sarfi and Haider Chak, the Mughals secured the help and co-operation of the 

local people on their way. When Yaqub Shah came to know of their invasion, 

he also set out from Srinagar to meet them.But many of his nibles and soldiers 

began to desert him. According to one estimate, only thirty or forty men were 

left with him by the time he reached Hirapur a place in Shopian. The result was 

that he became demoralized, and fled away to Kishtwar whose ruler was his 

father in law. In the meantime, however many of those who had deserted 

Yaqub Shah had overcome by a flood of remorse for their treacherous conduct. 

In co-operation with the loyalists, therefore they decided to oppose the 

advancing g Mughals at Hastivang, near Alabad. Consequently a severe 

fighting in which the Mughals suffered a defeat. But there-after not only did 

the Kashmiris rest on to their oars, but also indulged in a scrame for power 

caused by the vacant throne. First Husain Khan Chak became the Sultan. But he 

was soon compelled to make way for Shams Chak. Meanwhile the Mughals 

reorganized themselves and resumed their march.Shams Chak tried to check 
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them but without success. Consequently 14,1586. 77 ―According to Jogesh 

Chandra Dutt who mentions in his book which is untitled Medieval Kashmir 

that the king of Kashmira sent his son Yakabha to king Jyalladina in order to 

serve him. Yakobha accordingly made his preparations. But when king 

Jyalladina saw the presents given to him by Yakobha, he felt a desire to subdue 

Kashmira. And when he felt that desire he gave necessary orders to 

Bhagavaddasa and other kings.Yaqobha came to known of this, and he left the 

service of the king, and returned unperceived to his country of kashmira by 

another route.When he came to his father he felt himself free from anxiety, and 

thus said to him: ―o adorable! The king has sent Bhagavaddasa against us. If a 

great man has no strength in him, his greatness becames useless; the loin kills 

an elephant huge as a hill.‖They then settled their plan to defeat the enemy and 

ordered all the people of the mountais to turn out under fear of penalty. The 

king then came forth and the soldiers were arrayed and the banners which 

dwarfed the trees looked beautiful. King Yosobha took shelter in the sgrine of 

Varaha, and there he married; his ministers advanced to the front with a view 

to fight.78  

 

Council of Ministers during Chak rule:- 

 

―According to Nizam-ud-Din-Wani who mentions in his book under titled 

Muslim rule in Kashmir (1554A.D -1586 A.D ) Like other rulers, in Kashmir and 

elsewhere, the Chak kings were assisted by the council of Ministers called 

synonymously by the Sanskrit chroniclers as Amatya Parishad or mantra 

sabha.It was a sort of an advisory body enjoying the King‘s confidence.Its 

members held the office at the pleasure of the King. On crucial issues and 

matters relating to administration, foreign policy including war and peace, they  

met in the body to  discuss and it was upto the king to accept or reject their 

advice. But, since the council was composed of members drawn from the 

powerful land-owning families and nobles, it had a say and did much to 

prevent the king,s rule turning despotic. Sukha speaks of Ali Shah that, 

attented by great council, the king judged the people and the enquiries which 

he made to ascertain the truth were always effective. King Yusuf Shah rejected 

the advice of his councilors and surrendered to the Mughals despite their 

opposition and warnings. When the king was weak, the real power was in the 
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hands of the nobles who were the members of the council. Sayyaid Mubrak 

Shah and ruled Kashmir one after another. Apart from their executive 

functions the ministers in council also the king in deciding cases which came 

before him. During periods of emergency they even exercised the power of 

making or deposing the king, and some time even solved the problem of 

succession to the throne. The council of ministers does not appear to have a 

fixed number and its membership varied from time to time. The position of a 

minister depend on his ability and efficiency.‖ The Wazir was the highest 

official in the State who enjoyed considerable administrative powers. The 

Diwan-i-Kul was next to the Wazir and was entrusted with the financial 

management previously under the charge of Wazir. 79 
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CHAPTER FOURTH 

 

Social life of Chak rule 
 

Kashmir was peopled almost wholly by the Hindus till the beginning of the 

14th century. But before that century ended, the mass of the people was 

converted to Islam. As a result, all the race and caste distinctions of the past 

were obliterated. Foreigners also ruled over Kashmir for some time. 

Consequently, the local population came to have a small sprinkling of the 

Tatar, the Tibetan, the Mughal and the Afghan families. By the passage of time, 

however, promiscuous intermingling of these and other foreign elements in the 

local population took place with the result that the people of Kashmir came to 

be spoken of either the Kashmiri Muslims or the Kashmiri Brahamanas, 

commonly known as pundits. Briefly, however among the Muslims sarap, 

serpent),Haput (bear), kukru (cock Handu (sheep), Daster,  (turban), Paizar,  

(shoes), ,  (chief) and Drand , (beast), were the instances of the family qualities, 

appearances, disposition or certain acts names that had been derived from the 

places or residence while Hakara 9runner), Jotshi  astrologer), Kandru (cook) 

and paradoz (petcher) were those which were connected with profession or 

occupation. The boat people called Hanjis or Manjis were a seprate class. 

Among themselves, they had a number og grades. The floating-gardeners 

cultivators and those who reaped and transported in their barges water nuts 

were considered superior to the other bergee folk. The passanger boatmen were 

lower still, but the lowest of all were the fisherman. Some of the muslims still 

retained their Hindu caste names known as Krams,e.g, Tantre, Nyaik, Magre, 

Kathar, Lon,Bat, Dar, Parai, Mantu, Aito, raina, Kunbi, Pundit and Dom. 80 In 

addition to these indigenous castes among the Muslims of Kashmir, there were 

some castes of the outsiders also, viz, Sayyids and Mughals. The last named 

caste had subdivisions of Mir, Beg, Eshai, Badde, Bachh, Gane and Kant. 81 

 

       ―According to Nizam-ud-din Wani There are few sources which throw any 

considerable light on the type and character of the caste system, it was in vogue 

in ancient Kashmir‖. Early works like Nimatpurana, the most kuttanimata 

Kavya, and several of the works of the poet Ksemendra mention the 
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Brahamanas distinctly as the uppermost caste of the Valley, but they do not 

much about the other existing social orders. The Rajatarangni of Kalhana 

.however testifies to the existence of several low castes among the population, 

besides the Brahamanas.These were the Nisadas, the Kiratas, the Kaivartas, the 

Dombas, the Svapakas and the Candalas. It may be argued that the 

Rajatarangini, written much later i.e, in the 12th century A.D.) while relating the 

history of the former ages, depicts more or less the social picture of the 

contemporary time. But since the formation of a particular caste generally takes 

a long time, it may be presumed that the various types of castes mentioned in 

the Rajatarangini, existed in Kashmir from a much earlier period.  

 

The Bahamans were definitely the more priviledged and honoured caste in the 

country. Ksemendra furnishes us with the interesting information that at times 

sweets, etc, which offered to the god of the temple were resold to the public by 

the priests.Amoung other castes, Nisadas appear to be the aboriginal tribes. 

They occupied a very low position in the social life of the community. The 

kiratas, another low caste lived in the forest and destroyed wild animals by 

raising jungle-fires and constructing traps.82Hiuen Tsang refers to a class of 

low-born people named Ki-lo-to who lived in Kashmir from a very early time 

and were opposed to the Bauddhas.83  

 

Society showed little tendency to change in Kashmir until the beginning of the 

present Century, when changes began to take place owing to the development 

means of communication and transport. Although a majorty of the people were 

conservative, there were a few who were ready to change the old traditions and 

customs. The joint family system remained in vogue everywhere in Kashmir 

and was regarded as an index of harmonious relations among the members of 

the family. Such families were believed to be well behaved and relatively more 

cultured. But this would not necessarily justify the inference that the joint 

families in Kashmir existed only due to these considerations. The fact that the 

inhabitants were not economically well-off and new couple could not afford to 

maintain a separate kitchen was noless responsible for the joint family system. 
84 
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By the coming of Islam in Kashmir in early 14th century, a process of gradual 

transformation in the social and religious life of the people began. The old 

ideas, traditions and beliefs, which had for centuries dominated the actions and 

the aspirations of the people, were profoundly affected with new 

developments. The synthesis of the old and new ideas, resulted in the 

emergence of an Indo-Islamic society with new Culture groups. On the basis of 

a reference to a Sudra women,s by srivara in the time of the Zain-ul-Abidin 

(1420-70),we can not establish the fact of four traditional castes of the Hindus 

during the medieval Kashmir, as has categorically stated by the modern 

scholar. But there is a sufficient evidence to the existence of various low castes 

in Kashmir during the medieval period. They were like Dombas, Kiratas, 

Chandalas and Nisadas. 85 

 

SOCIAL CLASSES:- 

 

The people of medieval Kashmir were grouped into different classes mainly 

based upon racial, religious, social and economic factors.They were both of 

indigenous and of foreign origin, ranging from landed aristocratic classes 

down to the peasantry.  

 

The Nobility:- 

 

After the king and his royal family, the nobility consisting of all the highest 

administrative officials was at the top of the social pyramid in medieval 

Kashmir.The nobility under the Chaks was not a homogeneous body but were 

drawn from various social groups, viz, Sayyids, Dars, Maliks, Lons, Rainas, 

Bats, Kokas, Dunis and Najis. It is very difficult to give the exact number of 

nobles of various ranks under the Chaks.In point of composition they were not 

homogeneous but hetrogenous body, being composed of all sorts of local and 

foreigners, whose character and number varied with every ruling king.Of these 

groups, the Sayyids had come to Kashmir from Central Asia and Persia much 

before the establishment of the Chak rule.With the passage of time, they 

increasingly received the royal patronage and finally settled down in 

Kashmir.The family of Dars originally constituted the traditional landed 

aristocracy. The term Dar is derived from the word Dramara, denoting a 
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territorial lord. Malik was a title a honour and distinction granted for loyalty 

and soldierly qualities. It was important into Kashmir polity from the Delhi 

Sultanate.In Kashmir the title Malik came into use like the term Shah, Sultan, 

Sillah and Khan. The distinguished members of the four poltical groups 

Magres, Dars, Rainas, and Chaks received the title of Malik from the reigning 

Sultan of the Shahmiri dynasty. In course of time, the title became hereditary 

and was adopted even as a surname, The Chak rulers continued its association 

with their name and the title which they assumed at the time of 

accession.Rainas were Originally a group of Brahmins having good poltical and 

social status.Bats were also the descendents of Brahmins. They assumed 

considerable poltical importance under the Muslim rulers. Like the Rainas, they 

also continued to be known by their caste name even after their conversion to 

Islam.Kokas, of the Persian chronicles is mentioned by Stein as khakhas and 

Khashas by Kalhana. The kokas played an increasing part in the politics of 

Kashmir during medieval Kashmir. Like the Chaks, they were marauders and 

turbulent. Stein writes. That they maintained their forefathers reputation until 

recent times in Kashmir. The Chaks inducted them into the nobility. Ali koka 

became the Wazir of Husain Shah Chak. Joined by his brother Duni Kika, the 

Koka brothers played an important role in defaming Husain Chak on the 

sectarian issues.  

 

Magres, who were the most potential rival of the Chaks, played a very 

mischievous role against them. They did not originally belong to any particular 

tribe, unlike the Chaks.  

 

Foreign Nobility:- 

 

We have refrences to some members of the foreign nobility receiving royal 

patronage of the Chak kings. Baba Talib Isfhani and Mohammad Salim 

Kashghari (from Kashghar) were living in Kashmir for the last thirty years 

(1556-86). Both these nobles played a significant role in the times of yusuf shah 

Chak and Yaqub Shah Chak and fought against the Mughal invader Raja 

Bhagwan Das. 
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King and the Nobility:- 

 

To win the favour of nobles, the Chak kings besides developing matrimonial 

alliances with them entrusted all the important administrative posts to them. 

The exalted post of Wazir was made to rotate within a number of families 

under the Chaks. King Ghazi Chak appointed Sayyid Mubrak his Wazir, and 

king Husain Shah successively appointed nobles from the families of Najis, 

Maliks and Kokas, his Wazir. Ali Shah passed it to Sayyid Mubrak. Under 

Yusuf Shah Chak and Yaqub Shah Chak, the Wizarat rotated among the Bats 

and Maliks. The struggle for Wizrat among the nobles became so acute under 

the Chaks, that there were as many as eleven wazirs coming and going in quick 

succession from various families within a short period of thirty two years. 

 

Nobility and Politics:-  

 

As under the Sultans of Delhi or in Mughal India, the nobles in Kashmir had 

always been found playing the game of diplomacy on the chess-board of 

Kashmir politics. The Chak nobility also played a conspicuous role by 

consuming their energy in conspiracies and intrigues against each other and 

against the king. Their mischievous activities proved ruinous to the kingdom. 

At tines, the Chak nobles assumed so much of importance, that they became 

the king makers. King Yusuf Shah was treacherously forced into exile and, in 

his place, Sayyid Mubrak, a leading noble was made the king. But he too was 

soon replaced by another noble king Lohar Shah Chak.  

 

One glaring weakness with the Chak nobility had been their policy of invoking 

the help of Emperor Akbar often against the rival faction in political dispures. 

The Emperor was kept informed of all the local developments. This policy had 

a far-reaching repercussions and ultimately led to the loss of independence of 

Kashmir. 86 

 

SOCIAL INTERCOURSE BETWEEN HINDUS AND MUSLIMS:- 

 

The spread of Islam in the beginning, no doubt aroused the hostility of 

Brahmins. They tried to put a challenge to the Islamic missionaries but soon 

realized the futility of opposition and adopted the course of goodwill and 
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amity. No communal clash ever occurred during Muslim rule in Kashmir. We 

have references to the marriage of a Hindu girl with a Muslim boy. Hindu 

wives were allowed to retain their name even after marriage with a Muslim. 

Raja Bahadur of Kishtwar married his sister, Shankar Devi, with the last Chak 

ruler Yaqub Chak ans she continued to be called with her Hindu name till her 

death. 87 The Anonymous auther of Baharistan-i-Sahi refers to the marriage of a 

Chak noble Regi Chak with the daughter of hindu Raja of Jammu. Hindus and 

Muslims participated in each other‘s festivals. Discussion between the Hindu 

yogis and Muslim Saints were common and a Chak king, Husain Shah Chak 

had fixed Saturday of every week for such meetings. The Hindus of Kashmir 

even to this day, visit the Muslim shrines to beseech inspiration. 88 
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CHAPTER FIFTH 

 

Economic life of Kashmir during Chak rule 
 

‗‘According to Sunil Chandra Ray that the early economic conditions of 

Kashmir are extremely meager. Inscriptions play a leading role in tracing out 

the early economic life of the plains of India. But in the secluded valley of 

Kashmir, there is hardly anything to relate a sound story of the past. For the 

economic conditions of the early Kashmir, we have got to depend on literary 

sources, indigenous as well as the foreign, which while dealing with other 

affairs, also incidentally tell us something about its early economic status. 

Among the native sources, Kalahana,s Rajatarangini is an important work. 

Though mainly speaking the book treats with history of the ruling families of 

the valley, from the earliest times up to the 12th Century A.D,it often supplies 

us with many useful informations about the agriculture, industry and trade of 

the land and various problems connected with them. Interesting sidelights on 

the early economic history have been also thrown by some of the works of the 

poet Ksemendra (11th century A.D.), especially by his Narmamala, 

Samayamatrka and Desopadesa. Of the foreigh accounts, those of Hiuen Tsang 

(7th century), Oukong (8th century A.D.) and Alberuni (11th century A.D) may 

be utilized for gleaning some important details bearing on the economic 

condition of the people of early Kashmir. 

 

Kashmir was primarily a land of villages where the bulk of the population 

naturally took to agriculture as their principal means of livelihood. Kalhana 

tells us that the villagers were wholly absorbed by agriculture. Among the 

Agricultural products, paddy seems to have been cultivated extensively from 

early periods as it was the staple food crop. Dhanya has been frequently 

mentioned in the Nimatpurana as the major food of the people which was also 

offered in the worship to gods.Another important agricultural product was the 

saffron or Kumkuma (croeus sativas) which was extensively cultivated. The 

saffron flowers blossomed in autuman and were once used to adorn the necks 

of oxen at the autumnal festival. 89 ‖ 
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As far as the economic life of Chak rule is concerned, it depends upon various 

sources Like tax structure, Agricultural products, and Land Revenue. 

 

Tax structure:-  

 

The Chak kings as others before and after them had to incur a heavy 

expenditure over their armies. The court the roral household and personal 

attendants of the king also accounted for a substantial portion of the revenues 

of the state. Then, provisions had to be made also for the famine days, the 

salaries and allowances of the central, provincial, and local officers. To meet 

these expenses, the king imposed taxes on their subjects. Generally moderate 

and lenient policy was followed by the Chak rulers in matters relating to 

taxation which afforded relief to the masses. Exemption from Jaziya in the time 

of Yusuf Shah, 90 abolition of forced labour in the time(beggar)91  in the time of 

Ghazi Shah, and tax concessions in the times of natural kings for the people‘s 

welfare.92 

 

Agricultural products:- 

 

In Kashmir, as elsewhere in India, the bulk of population took to agriculture as 

the principal source of livelihood. Shali or paddy was extensively cultivated as 

it was the staple food of the Kashmiris from very early times.93 The other grains 

like barley and wheat were grown in small quantities.94 Barley to have been 

used in religious ceremonies of the Hindus.The consumption of wheat as an 

item of food, was also limited. Pulses of several varieties such as Chana, 

Kultha, Masura and Munga, Mash and milet were grown.We learn frim Abul 

Fazl that on three agricultural products only, such as paddy wheat and Vetch (a 

grass for fodder), revenue was levied. It seems pulses and barley were 

exempted from taxation. The fruits of several varieties were produced in 

abundance and were freely available to all without payment. Among the 

indigenous fruits mention may be made of apple, pears, grapes, mulberry, 

walnut, quince, cherry, peach, apricot, rashberry, gooseberry and strawberry. 
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Their exclusion from taxation was obvious.95 The most celebrated agricultural 

product was saffron the cultivation of which was a state monopoly under the 

Chaks.96 

 

OTHER SOURCES OF INCOME DURING CHAK RULE:- 

 

Saffron:  Kashmir is the celebrated for its production of Saffron from Early 

times. It is mainly cultivated in the areas of Pampur along the right bank of the 

Jhelum River. Outside Valley it is grown in Kishtwar a brilliant town in the 

Doda district of Jammu and Kashmir.Saffron cultivation was a state monopoly 

in ancient and medieval Kashmir, and it remained so under the Chak rulers. 

Before the Chak, saffron was collected bu compulsory labour9begar).Men were 

daily pressed into service to separate saffron from the petals and the stem, for 

which they received very low wages in form of salt. A saffron flowers, received 

an equal quantity of salt as remuneration.97 It is indded, remarkable that the 

evil system of forcing lobour to work on the saffron fields was abandoned by 

the Chak ruler, Ghazi Shah. Now, out of the total produce of the eleven traks 

one trak equal to eight seers of Akbar,s time )98 , one trak  went to the laboures 

employed to collect saffron.99 

 

Jaziya:- 

 

Jaziya was religious tax only for non Muslims, the people who paid Jaziya are 

known as zamias. As elsewhere in India, Jaziya was levied in Kashmir only on 

the non\Muslims as the cash equivalent of the assistance of which they would 

be liable to give, if they had not persisted in their unbelief, because living as 

they do in the Muslim state, they must be ready to defend it. Military service 

was theoretically compulsory on all muslims. This religious duty did not affect 

non-muslims because they were not bound by the law of Islam; hence they 

were required to pay tax (Jaziya) in lieu of military service. Naturally, the tax 

was not imposed on those who fought in a Muslim state. No evidence exists in 

the chronicles to indicate that Jaziya was realized from the non-muslims before 

Sultan Sikander in Kashmir. It was first in the time of Sultan Sikinder (1389-
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1413) that Jaziya was imposed on the non-muslims and administration 

conformed to the Islamic practice.100 But his son Zain-ul-Abidin was the first to 

give concessions in Jaziya,101 the Emperor Akbar second to abolish it 

completely. The Chaks, too had king Yusuf Shah who restored the shattered 

confidence of his non-Muslim subjects by remitting the onerous tax of Jaziya.102  

 

ZAKAT AND CUSTOM DUTY:- 

 

Zakat was areligious tax only on muslims ,the religious tax under the shariat 

are grouped under the name of Zakat so called because Muslim purifies 

himself of greed and avarice by sharing his property with the poor and 

needy.103 The Muslim rulers of Kashmir collected Zakat, according to the rates 

prescribed by the Shariat. Though it payment was not obligatory yet in the 

reign of certain kings, it was realized by the state just like other taxes.thus 

under Ali Shah and Yusuf Shah every person except boatmen were forced to 

pay Zakat.104 Zakat was deposited in a separate treasury and spent for the 

welfare of needy and poor.105 

 

OTHER CESSES:- 

 

With the establishment of Sultanate many of these taxes were abolished.Sultan 

Skander abolished Baj and Tamgha, and Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin forbidden the 

officers from imposing arbitrary fines upon the people.106 Among the Chaks, 

Ghazi Shah relieved the cultivators from vexatious practice of forced lobour 

(beggar),107 and Ali Shah Yusuf Shah stopped beggar and realizing the tax on 

artisans, cows, the Zakat and corvee on ferrymen.All these cesses were paid in 

cash during the Chak rule.108 
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Tribute:- 

 

Tribute from various neighbouring States like Ladakh, Kishtwar, Baltistan and 

others which were subject to Kashmir, also added to the State exchequer. 

Under the Chaks (1554-86 A.D.) tribute was received in the form of horses, 

Yaks, wool, pattu (cloth of wool) and leather from Ladakh,109 and saffron 

felcons from kishtwar.110 The realization of tribute from these ststes depend 

upon the ability of the king to enforce the demand.Under the later Shahmiri 

rulers, when the Central government fell weak, all the neighboring state 

discontinued the practice of sending tribute.Novertheless, they were brought 

under an effective control by Ghazi Shah Chak, and therefore, the 

neighbouring Rajas were bound to pay regular tribute throughout the Chak 

rule. However, the kishtwar Raja, Bahadur Singh, made an attempt to broke 

away from the subjugation of Kashmir king in the time of Ali Shah, but he was 

immediately forced to come to terms when a regular army was send by Ali 

Shah, to reduce Kishtwar.111  

 

MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE DURING CHAK RULE:- 

 

The economic condition of any country finds its reflection in its medium of 

exchange. In Kashmir since the olden days, the coins of Gold (Muhur), silver 

and copper were medium of exchange in economic transaction during 

medieval Kashmir.112 Gold coins were particularly, the only medium of 

exchange in acceptable to foreign merchants. Since all the Gold poured into 

Kashmir from the outside, its value was obviously very high and the poor 

could not think of it.We have certain refrence about the minting of gold coins 

under the Shahmiri and the Chak rule.Silver and copper coins were, of course, 

minted in Kashmir. In addition to these coins, cowries shells were also used as 

medium of exchange, but it devalued with the passage of time. Barter system 

continued uninterrupted, a main source of exchange among the poor 

community, throughout the Muslim rule.113  
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CHAPTER SIXTH 

 

Mughals of Kashmir 

 
 

Developments in Central Asia during the 15th and the early 16th centuries, led 

to a new Turkish incursion into India, this time in the shape of Zahiruddin 

Muhammad Babur. 

 

The rapid rise and decline of the Mongols, and their mutual squabbles created 

the climate for emergence of a new Central Asian empire during the 14th 

Century. The founder of this empire, Timur, belonged to the Barlas clan of 

Turks who had been owners of land in Transoxiana, and had freely 

intermarried with the Mongols. Even Timur claimed descent from Chimgoz by 

virtue of his marrying a daughter of the Mongol Khan, Qazam Khan, who was 

a decendant of Chingiz,s son, Chaghtai.  

 

Babur‘s advance towards India: The dream of conquering India had never been 

far from Babur,s mind. While he was wandering in Transoxiana without a 

kingdom, his imagionation had fored by hearing tales about Timur,s exploits in 

India, and he had decided to recover the areas in the Punjab ceded to Timur 

and held by his decedents for long. Babur says that from the time he conquered 

Kabul (1504), to his victory at Paniput.114 

 

But even prior to Babar,s victory at Paniput in 1526, Kashmir had caught the 

imagination of the Mughals. Timur,s armies while on their march to Hindustan 

touched its borders. Sultan Sikander who was then occupying the throne of 

Kashmir, accepted him as his liege lord and in token thereof sent him two 

elephants in gift. On his way back to Samarqand, Timur overran Jammu and 

while on the borders of the Valley, he stated: 

 

―I made enquiries about the Country and City of Kashmir from men who were 

acquainted with it, and from them I learnt that Kashmir is an incomparable 

Country. In the midst of that Country there is a very large and populous City. 
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The rulers of the Country dwell there. The buildings of the City are very l;arge 

and are all of wood, and they are four or five storeys high. They are very strong 

and will stand for 500or 700 years. A large river runs through the middle of the 

City. The Inhabitants have bridges over the river in nearly thirty places‘‘. So 

when Babur established his rule in northern India, he cast his longing eyes on 

Kashmir, which was passing through a period of poltical instability, misrule 

and religious schism. The repercussions of the victotries of Babur in India were 

naturally felt in Kashmir too, then under the rule of a scion of Shah Mir.The 

general state of conditions as prevailing in the kingdom then calls for a brief 

mention. The period covered by the Sultanate was, with the exception of the 

rule of Shihab-ud-din, Qutb-ud-din ansd Zain-ul-abiin, in no way a happy time 

for the people.The government centralized in the person of thwe king, was 

weak and loose. The later Sultans particularly lacked administrative talent and 

were puppets in the hands of the power-hungry nobles who used them to gain 

their own ends, and who were busy with their feuds. 

 

With the end of the rule of the dynasty of Shah Mir, the Chaks came into 

power. Their rule lasted for a brief period of 25 years, when the kingdom came 

under the hegemony of the imperial Mughals in 1886. That Kashmir could 

retain its separate existence in the face of the rising power of the Mughals was 

due more to its geographical situation and the setbacks that the Mughals 

received under Humayan than to its Poltical or armed strength. Babur enterd 

India at the invitation of Daulat Khan, Rana Sanga and others who were at 

loggerheads with thwe king of Delhi, Ibrahim Lodi, whose trouble was due 

largely to maladministration.  

 

In the same way the Mughals took advantage of the internal disturbances in 

Kashmir. With the rising tempo of Shia and Sunni conflicts in the narrow 

precincts of the valley, the Mughals made early attempts to take advantage of 

the weak rule of Sultan Muhammad shah (1517-28 AD). Babur,s Army, under 

the command of chak Beg and Ali Beg marched on Kashmir ostensibly to help 

a pretender to the throne of Kashmir, but really to bring it under his direct rule. 

It was repulsed bythe redoubtable fighter Kazi Chak, who placed patriotism 

above personal interest and power politics. Next year, however, Babur got 

another pretext to invade Kashmir, when a powerful but disgrrunted noble 

sought his help to restore him to power. An efficient and compact fiorce was 

deputed from Lahore and helped by the internal feuds, the Mughals easily won 
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a victory and were induced to leave the Valley only on payment of ca large 

ransom and tribute.The attempt to annex Kashmir was continued by the 

successors of Bobur. In 1531 during the reign of Humayan, Kamran marched to 

Kashmir.The Kashmir nobles notably Chaks and magreys mustered all their 

strength and presented a solid front to the invaders.A fierce battle ensured 

between the Mughals and the Kashmir forces under Sultan Muhammad 

Shah.The Mughals had to retreat in disorder.115  

 

Akbar conquered Kashmir in 1586 A.D.During his time and the reign of the 

other Mughal Emperors, who succeeded him, the Valley was ruled by 

Goveners appointed by them from time to time. Peace and order were restored 

to a large extent in the happy Valley during the Mughal occupation of the 

Country. But as soon as the influence of the Central authority at Delhi declined 

after the death of Aurangzeb, times because unsettled again. In 1750 A.D. 

Ahmad Shah Durrani invaded Kashmir and conquered her.Thus did the 

Country pass into the hands of the Afghans. They did not give a good account 

of themselves but proved extremely intolerant and wicked. For about three 

quatters of a Century while the Afghans occupied Kashmir the people had to 

suffer the harshest government. Shocking tales of religious persecution, 

devastation and rapine during this period are still commonly told in every 

household in Kashmir. Many panits who could not bear the tranny and 

persecution left Kashmir during the Pathan Rule. Though the brunt of the 

brutal treatment had obviously to be borne by the Hindus the Kashmir, 

Muslims too did not live a happy life under the Afghans. When the rulers of 

the Country are more interested in spoliation, plunder and extortion than in the 

well-being of the people, no section of the public can unaffected by their 

misrule.  116  

 

―According Walter R. Lawrence who mentions in hid bool which is untitled 

The Valley of Kashmir that the Mughals are not numerous body in Kashmir, 

and have so intermarried with the ordinary Kashmiri Musalmans that all trace 

of descent in lost. They came to Kashmir in the days of the early Musalaman 

kings, and in Mughal times. Their krams are Mir (a corruption of mirza), Beg, 

Bandi, Bach, and Ashaye. ‖ 117 
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AKBAR’S CONSOLIDATION IN KASHMIR 

 

Akbar subdued Kashmir, aided it, more, it is said by intrigue, than the force of 

his arms. Kashmir remained annexed to the house of Timur for the space of one 

hundred and sixty years.The handle to extent his influence was supplied by the 

Sunni-Shia conflict raging in Kashmir under the Chak Sultans. They presented 

petitions and appeals for aid to the Emperor at Agra, and Akbar entertained 

and received well the deputations of Kashmiris that waited on himfrom time to 

time. He promised active support to them with the ultimate aim, of course, of 

conquering the Kingdom. His personal interest in the sorry State of Kashmir 

affairs became marked during the reign of Hussain Shah Chak(1563-1570) 

when internal dissension was at its highest.He deputed his envoys to Kashmir 

to make an enquiry into the trouble.The Sultans received them well and offered 

them presents and agreed to give his own daughter in marriage to Akbar,s son 

Salim.But Akbar who was enraged at the persecution of the Sunnis and the 

delay in the conquest of Kashmir, could not be appeased by even such a 

humble gesture. He refused the presents of Hussain Shah and his daughter. 

This insult is said to have shocked the Sultan to death. 

 

Later in the reign of Hussain Shah,s brother, Ali Shah Chak, the presents and 

Hussain Shah,s daughter were accepted but only when the Sultan recognized 

Akbar as his overlord. The Mughals attempts at conquest continued till the 

year 1586, when Bhagwan Dass and other generals were commanded by Akbar 

to march into Kashmir. Akbar did not personallymarch at the head of his 

Army, but sent his trusted men to accomplish the deed. Kashmir was then 

ruled by the ease-loving king Yusuf Shah Chak who  being a weak ruler could 

not keep in check his warring nobles or suppress the Sunni-Shia conflicts of 

which the people were very much tired. 

 

Helped by the inclemency of weather and natural defences, theKashmir forces 

succeeded in halting the advance of mighty but cumbrous Mughal Army. The 

Mughal general Baghwan Dass appealed to Yusuf Shah Chak to come to terms. 

Yusuf Shah agreed and was invited to the Mughal camp. He went in good 

faith, was taken to the imperial court, onlyy to be imprisoned. In the meantime 

his son Yuqub Khan came to the vacant throne.118  
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In may 1589 Akbar himself came to Kashmir by travelling on horseback. To be 

precise like Abu,l Fazal,His majesty plantd his standards in the City of Srinagar 

on 25th Khurdad, (5th june 1589) after 8 hours 24 minutes,. Pandit Cuka 

mentions that Jalal-ud-Din on the seventh bright lunar day of Ashadha pleased 

the Brahmana boys with gifts of gold, and they blessed him. He then went to 

Martanda and gave adorned with pearls and gold to Brahmanas. He was glad 

to see Kashmira with its vines and walnut trees and of high and charming 

woods.  

 

THREE WELL-KNOWN QASIDAS ON KASHMIR  

 

Akbar spent a month visiting towns, Villages, springs, and streams, of which 

the most importany are pampora Bijbehra and Islambad. Malik-us-Shura Abul 

Faiz refers to this progress of Akbar in a beautiful qaida of 98 couplets. 

―Andrew Wilson writing in 1875 says it must be delightful to come to this 

Jhelum Valley, in April or may from the burned up plains of India, and it might 

revive even a dying man.‖And so Urfi is not alone, two Centuries after 

Urfi,Andrew Wilson corroborate him. So did Sir Lancelot Graham, ex-

Governor of Sind, when he told me at Sonmarg in 1943 that he was dring and 

that Kashmir climate had revived him.  

 

So it indicates that it was pleasure trip in the Kashmir Valley. Akbar respected 

the feelings of his subjects by proclaiming that no Soldier  should moleast any 

citizen. He fixed the camp of his army at shahab-ud—dinpor or shadipor about 

nine miles in a direct line to the north-west of Srinagar and himself halted in 

Bagh Hasan Shah Chak, Khawaja Bazar, Nauhatta, Srinagar.  

 

On the representations to the Emperor of the Subadar, Sayyid Yusuf Khan 

Rizavi Mashhadi, that the assessment was excessive Qazi Narullaha and tota 

Ram had been directed by the Emperor to submit a report on land produce, 

and also to make the tax thereon uniform . But as the intended measure 

jeopardized the interests of both officials and landholders, the authorities 

deputed by the Emperor were considerably hampered in their task.  

 

Akbar spent the summer of 1597 A.C. in Kashmir, introduced a lighter 

assessment of revenue and returned to Lahore in the winter.Towards the close 

of Akbar,s reign, a severe famine occurred in Kashmir. It developed to such an 
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alarming extent that the emperor had to transport grain and cerals from Silakot 

to alleviate the misery of the suffers. Two priests,Father Hierosme Xavier, a 

grand-nephew of St.Francis Xavier and Beroist-de-Gois who accompanied 

Akbar at his request to Kashmir, relate their experience of this famine.The 

famine, they say, was sogrievous that many mothers were rendered destitute 

and having no means of nourshing their children exposed them for sale in the 

public places of the City.Moved to compassion by this pitiable sight, the father 

bought many of these little ones who soon after receiving baptism yield up 

their spirits to their creater. 

 

A certain Saracen (muslim)seeing the charity of the father towards these 

children brought him one of his own, but the father gave it back to the mother , 

together with a certain sum of money for its support for he was unwillinf to 

baptize it, seeing that if it survived there was little prospect of its being able to 

live a Christian life in thatCountry.The new land assessment which had 

followed the remittances of the tax called baj,tamgha, resulted in an increase of 

revenue, which as recorded by officials amounted to over a lakh of kharwar. A 

kharwar was equal to 3 maunds and 8 seers of Akbar,s reign, and was 

reckoned at 16 dams of Akbar,s currency. In normal times, a maund of rice 

could be purcheased for five annas. In normal times, a maund of rice could be 

purcheased for five annas. In the reign of Akbar the Subahah of Kashmir 

included Kabul and Qandahar, according to the Ain-i-Akbari (vol.ii, p.134).  

The re-aligntment and construction by Muhammad Qasim khan, Akbar chief 

engineer, of the great empire route by way of Gujrat, Bhimbar and Shipian 

ensured the regularity of traffic with India. 

 

JAHANGIR’S REIGN OF KASHMIR 

 

Jahangir was essentially a lover of nature and Kashmir, therefore appealed to 

him particularly.He paid eight Visits to Kashmir two of which were in the 

company of his father and six during his own reign, viz 14th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 20th 

and 21st.119Like Babur, Jahangir was also very fond of the flaura and fauna of 

the Country which he describes with the practiced eye of an expert.After 

describing some of the flowers of Kashmir, he says ―The red rose the violet and 

the narcissus grow of themselves,‖And adds I saw several sorts of red roses, 
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one is specially sweat-scented, and another is a flower of the colour of sandal 

(light yellow) and with an exceedingly delicate scent. He also mentions black 

tulips. He asked the court painter Mansur, to paint some of these 

flowers.Jahangir give a long list of birds, including those not found in 

Kashmir.120 

 

 Jehangir who succeeded his father Akbar, had fallen in love with the natural 

beauty of Kashmir since the day he paid his first visit to the Valley in the 

Company of his father in 1589. A great Mughal par excellence, he was at the 

same time a man of Scholarly habits and a lover of natural beauty. A sprit of 

scientific enquiry, though cramped by the empirical knowledge of the middle 

ages characterized his principal pastime, namely, observation and collection of 

flora and fauna. 

 

Jahangir had a number of sojourns in Kashmir. The primary object was 

undoubtedly that of health or as the Irish poet Thomas moore puts it in the 

Lalla Rookh, to fly ―from power and pomp, and the trophies of War‖ But this 

also enabled the monarch to indulge in his love of nature, to feast his eyes and 

to quench his thrist for knowledge. Some of the florid passages in his memories 

Tuzk-i-Jahangiri, record the beauties of the Valley of Kashmir. Jahangir and his 

versatitle queen visited Kashmir several times and spent the hot summer 

months in its delightfully cool Valley and mountain meadows. His presence 

naturally prevented any abuse of power by the goveners who administered the 

Kingdom.For Kashmiris Jahangir,s reign is synonymous with justice and fair 

play.He would personally look into the grievances and demands of the people 

and pass suitable orders on the spot. Mirza Ali Akbar the last govener under 

Akbar,s rule, continued to occupy the post for three years after Jahanger,s 

accession to the throne. 

 

Jahangir, the great lover of natural beauty as he was, could not but come under 

the spell of Kashmir.Whereever he found a hill coming down gently to a spring 

or a grove of chenars, or a beautiful lake, he utilized the place for planting a 

pleasure garden. He took to the systematic planting of the Char Chenari or a 

chenar tree planted at each of the ordinal points so as to produce shade at 

whichever point the sun may be. The massing of flowers, the construction of 
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miniature pleasure houses entirely subservient to the garden design. And 

constructed right across the water channel through which the spring was 

drawn, was the chief plan of the garden adopted by him. 

 

Shalimar and Nishat Baghlaid out on the slopes of the mountain coming down 

on the eastern bank of the charming Dal lake are perhaps the best gift from the 

Mughal to the people of Kashmir.The Shalimar garden was laid out by the 

emperor in the year 1619. The Nishat Bagh was laid out by Nur Jehan,s brother 

Asaf Khan.The famous springs of Verinag and Achabal with their natural 

gushing waters were dressed up by the Mughals who gave fine artistic shape to 

these natural objects. In 1620 Jehangir got an octagonal tank of sculptured 

stones made round the spring at Verinag. Nur Jehan was similarly attracted by 

another spring, at achabal, six miles from Anantnag. A beautiful garden with 

fruit trees and running fountains was laid out by her near the spring. The 

garden was called Begamabad and also Sahibabad.121 

 

Jahangir was accompanied by his beautiful Queen Nur Jahan whose romantic 

spirit appears tto have led her lord and Emperor into the most secluded and 

picturesque recessesof the Valley. Many of these pleasant retreats are to this 

day pointed out as the spots where the royal pair were wont to disport 

themselves in those days of regal abandon. The royal pair must have passed 

their time in festivities of every kind. In summer nights, the Dal lake must 

reflected brilliant illuminations and fantastic fireworks, and the air must have 

re-echoed to the sound of song and dance. Akbar, Jahangir and his Nur Jahan 

says Mrs. Stuart are far more vivid personalities in India than Elizabeth or the 

Stuart sovereigns are in England. To please his consort, Jahangir is said to have 

introduced the Chinar or the plane tree from Iran, her native Country. Bur this 

is wrong. The Kashmiri word bawayn shows the existence of the chinar in 

Kashmir before Jahangir, who himself refers to the girth and spreading shade 

of chairs with wounder. 

 

He completed the construction of the celebrated Shalimar Gaedens. The ruins 

of places at Manas-bal, Acgabal and Verinag attest to Nur Jahan,s taste in 

selecting picturesque sites. 
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122 

SHAHJAHAN CONSOLIDATION IN KASHMIR 

 

After Jahangir, Shahijahan became the Emperor of India, he reigned upto 1658. 

He also paid several visits to the Valley and here he built several gardens, 

Mosques and Sarias. During Shah Jahan,s rule several gardens and buildings 

were constructed in the Valley, chief among them are Chashma shahi and Pari 

Mahal. Shah Jahan,s last visit to Kashmir was in 1651 A.D.After him Auranzeb 

became the Emperor of India.123 Jehangir was succeeded by his son, Shah Jehan 

who ruled from 1627-1658. The emperor took a great interest in the welfare of 

Kashmir than his father. He paid several visits to the Valley and the beauty of 

Kashmir,s lakes and Rivers, its Mountain meadows and springs fascinated him. 

He developed a soft corner in his heart for the inhabitants of the Happy Valley 

and looked after them with loving care. A great builder as he was, he ha left his 

memory in the several gardens, Mosques and Saries which were built under his 

directions in Kashmir.Under Shah Jahan Kashmir was ruled by nine goveners 

in succession. Some of them are still remembered as embodiments of justice 

and good government. The services rendered by subhedars like Zaffar 

Khan,Ali Mardan Khan and Lashkar Khan to their master, the emperor, and to 

the people of Kashmir have been appreciatively recorded by contemporary 

historians. 

 

Itqad Khan the last governor of jehangir continued to hold office for a further 

period of six years after the accession of Shah Jehan to the throne.Shah jehn 

visited Kashmir twice during during zaffar Khans,s governorship in 1634 and 

1638. During the latter visit unprecendented floods devastated a large part of 

the City of Srinagar and several low-lying villages. The ripened crop was 

destroyed with the result that a severe famine took the beautiful land in its 

deadly grip.Thousands of people perished. Shah Jehan organized relief by 

sending grain from the Punjab and distributing it among the starving people. 

Under the impetus of Mughal activities the Kashmiri workmen developed 

remarkable skill in the building art and we find several workmen from 

Kashmir engaged on the construction of the Tajmahal and laying out of 

Mughal gardens in the rest of India. Kashmiri architecture of the Mughal times 
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was a synthesis of several art impulses Hindu, Buddhist, Sesanian and Persian. 

The jama Masjid in Srinagar which was destroyed by fire twice and rebuilt first 

by Jehangir and later by Aurenzab is a typical example of indo-Saracenic style 

of architecture.124 

 

Shah Jahan visited Kashmir four times during his reign at intervals of five 

years. The firsr visit took place in 1634, when Shah Jehan arrived in Srinagar on 

june 5. The enchanting beauty of this province hypnotized shah jahan, writes 

the author of history of Shahjahan of dihli, and though he had no staff of 

painters with him to reproduce its natural beauty, he had a number of excellent 

writers at court who have described Kashmir in glowingly picturesque 

language which is poetic in sprit though prose in form. The descriptions of 

Kashmir written by Mirza Aminai Qazvini and Jalal-ud-din versified narratives 

of Qudsi and kalim are instances. 

 

Another visit was recorded in 1645. The last visit took place in 1651 which 

however, was cut short on account of floods and storms. And Shah Jahan 

returned to Lahore. It was at the time of Shah Jahan ,s first visit that the hindu 

raja of Bhimbar announced the adoption of Islam, and was given the title of 

raja-i-Daulatmand.125  

 

AURANGZEB’S RULE IN KASHMIR 

 

After Shah Jahan Aurangzeb became emperor of India.He sent about 14 

governors in the Valley one after another, who built many mosques and 

gardens. Several bridges were also made Saif Khan built Safa kadal.126 The 

reign of Auranzeb has been divided into two periods. 

 

(a) 1658-1681 A.D, When the concentration was mainly toward northern 

India. 

(b) (b) 1682-17-7 A.D,During this time he remained in Decan. He went to 

South chasing his rebellious Son.127  
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Auranzeb came to the throne of his father Shah Jehan in the year 1658. The war 

of succession in which Auranzeb played a diplomatic and dominating role 

ended with the imprisonment by him of his father and defeat and death of his 

brothers. The mighty Mughal empire founded by Babur and consolidated by 

Akbar and his two successors, witnessed with the accession of Aurenzeb to the 

imperial throne, the beginning of its end, result no doubt of the emperor,s 

unwise policy of communal discrimination.Auranzeb who assumed the title 

Abul-Muzaffar Mohin-ud-Din Muhammad Auranzeb Bahadur Alamgir 

Badshah Ghazi after  ascending the throne was the sixth of the fourteen 

children of the Shah Jehan.128 

 

Aurengzeb visited Kashmir only once, in 1665. He was accompanied by his 

daughter Roshanara. An interesting account of the emperor,s journey to 

Kashmir has been given by Francois Bernier, a French Physian in the employ of 

Danishmand Khan, a courtier. The Journey was rendered hazardous and 

troublesome by the precipitious mountain passes which lead to Kashmir. 

Several persons along with the animals they rode on were killed on the way 

and many were injured. 

 

Aurangzeb considered a visit to Kashmir sheer luxury and the cause of great 

hardship to the poor Kashmiris who had to supply labour for the transport of 

baggage and supplies for the emperor and his large retinue. It was thus the first 

and the only visit of the emperor to the Valley. He utilized this opportunity in 

setting up a clean and efficient administration and personally inspected various 

departments at work. During the 49 years of Aurangzeb,s reign Kashmir was 

administered by no less than 14 goveners sent from Delhi. Most of them were 

broad minded and efficient. 129  

 

Aurangzeb Alamgir visited Kashmir only once.He became seriously ill in the 

summer of 1664 A.C and came to Kashmir in the following months to restore 

his health. Princess Roshan Ara accompanied the Emperor. Burnier arrived in 

the Valley early in 1665 A.C. His travels give a graphic account of this royal 

visit.The Emperor give a graphic account of his royal visit. The Emperor,s 

experience of the journey was not however a happy one. The passage of the 

Chinab river was a scene of confusion. Again in the Pir Panjal pass an elephant 
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carrying the ladies stepped back and forced fifteen animals behind him over 

the precipice. Three or four women were killed. Some elephents rolled wown 

to the bottom of khad or ravine. A number of men were injured rather 

seriously. The progress to Kashmir of Aurengzeb Alamgir did not obstruct the 

necessary business of the State. Attended by all his officers the decisions of 

each department were carried from the camp to every corner of the Empire. 

Expresses stood ready on horse at every stage and the imperial mandates were 

dispatched to the various provinces as soon as they were sealed in the Tent of 

Audience. The nobles as was customary in the capital, attended daily the 

presence and appeals were discussed every morning as regularly as when the 

Emperor remained at Delhi. The petitioners followed the court, and a small 

allowance from the public treasury was assigned to them as a compensation for 

their additional expense in attending the imperial camp. In this manner 

Aurangzeb Alamgir arrived in Kashmir. 130  

 

During Mughal period arts and crafts flourished and Shawl was a major item 

of export. After Aurangzeb the Mughal prestige started to fade . His succesors 

were weak who gradually lost control of far away proviences. There were local 

revolts anf foreign invasions. In 1748 an Afgan, Ahmad Shah Abdali attacked 

India but he was repulsed. But Abdali again invaded India in 1750-1751 and 

occupied Punjab. In 1748 when Muhammad Shah was emperor of India. 

Ahmad Shah Abdali sent his firces under Azmatullah Khan to conqure 

Kashmir but they could not succeed. 131   
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CHAPTER: SEVENTH 

 

Conclusion 
   

All the historians agree that the Chaks came to Kashmir from the Country of 

the Darads, i.e., Dardistan (Gilgit-Hunza region). Ferocious and turbulent by 

nature they possessed great physical strength. When Shah Mir founded the 

Sultanate, he recruited them in large number in his army, and thus for the first 

time brought them into prominence. In the time of Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin, 

Pandu Chak was their leader. But he showed a refractory conduct, whereupon 

the Sultan put him and some other leading Chaks to death. The surviving Chak 

families were then settled in Kupwara and Trahgam, and came to be known as 

the Kupwari and the trahgami Chaks. Zain-ul-Abidin,s policy, however gave 

only a temporary set-back to the rising power of the Chaks, and they reasserted 

during the weak rule of his successors. They increased their prestige and power 

further by entering into matrimonial alliances with important land owing 

families families of the Valley as well as the ruling dynasty.  

 

The eleven years rule of Mirza Haider Dughlat once again dealt a severe blow 

to the Chaks. He was a fanatic Sunni while they mostly shias.Hence they 

suffered persecution at his handfs. But after the Mirza,s fall and death, the 

power of the Chaks was always on the ascent and, in 1556 one of them, Ghazi 

Chak, even ascended the throne. As Sultan, Ghazi Chak first brought some 

refractory nobles under control. He then tried to conquer Ladakh, but failed. 

His arms were, however, successful in Gilgit, Kishtwar and Pakhli. The chief of 

the Gakhhars also is stated to have been subjugated by him.Gazi Chak was 

succeeded by his brother, Husain Shah Chak, in 1563. In the time of the later, 

says Shuka, ―the people believed the kingdom of Kashmir to be equal to 

heaven‖. 

 

Gazi Chak ruled from 1561-1563. In his old age Ghazi Chak sufferd from 

leprosy and lost his fingures and eye sight. He then entrusted his brother 

Hassan Chak usurped the throne in 1563 A.D and then ruled upto 1570 A.D.In 

1568 A.D there were great Shia Sunni conflicts in Kashmir. Hassan Shah was 

dethroned by Ali Shah in 1570 who in turn ruled upto 1578. In 1578 Yusuf 

Shah, after death of his father Ali Shah ascended the throne in 1578.But owing 
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to his numerous in capabilities he was soon dethroned by the nobles. The 

throne was now occupied by Mubrak Shah, a syeed. But his rule lasted for a 

few months only. And was succeeded by Lohar Chak.Lohar Chak,s rule lasted 

for 13 months. In 1580 Yusuf Shah with the help of some Mughal forces 

defeated Lohar Chak near Sopur and captured the throne. On his 2nd term 

Yosuf Shah from 1580-1586. He appointed Muhammad Bhat as his Chief 

Minister. Muhammad Bhat soon to revolt against the Sultan but was 

imprisoned. In December 1585, Akbar sent a strong army under the command 

of Raja Bhagwan Das against Yusuf Shah Chak.They enterd Kashmir  by 

Jehlum valley route. The two armies met at Buliasa pass 80km from 

Baramullah. However heavy rains, snow storms and scaricity of supplies took a 

heavy toll of Mughal army. Bhagwan Das threatened Yusuf Shah of a fresh and 

more severse attact in near future and asked him to proceed along with him to 

present himself before emperor Akbar. Yusuf  Shah expressed his willingness 

to do so and on 14 February 1585 slipped into Mughal Camp.Kashmiri,s 

proclaimed prince Yaqub as their Sultan and carried on the struggle against 

Mughal Invaders. However they ultimately had to yield before the Mughal 

Army in 1586.At last Akbar sent a huge army under Qasim khan Mir Baar to 

conquer Kashmir and on October 14,1586 they entered Srinagar. Yaqub Chak 

was the last ruler of Chak dynasty who reigned from 1585-1586.According to 

P.N.K Bamzai ―Out of the confusing picture of the currents and cross-currents 

of the political intrigues this time, there emerge the personalities of two rival 

nobles, Malik Abdal the son of Ibrahim Magrey, and Kazi the leader of the 

Chak clan and the hero of many a battle. Besides there appear on the scene the 

three sons of Fateh Shah-Sikander, Habib and Nazuk. Habib died early while 

fleeing from Kashmir after a defeat at the hands of Kazi Chak.Kazi Chak 

acquired enough power during these disturbed times to be able to subdue a 

number of nobles and restore peaceful conditions in the Valley for some 

months.But his power aroused resentment among his rivals, particularly Malik 

Abdal Magrey, who combined together and forced Kazi to leave the Valley and 

seek shelter at Naushera ‖.   

 

The Chaks immigrated to Kashmir from Dardistan, during the reign of 

Suhadeva (r. 1301-20), under their leader Lankar Chak who was a Damara chief 

(landed aristocrat) and settled at the village Trehgam. Another Chak tribe 

under Hilmat Chak entered Kashmir from Gilgit and settled in Kupwara. 

Sultan Shams‘u-din Shah Mir, the founder of the Shah Mir Dynasty, raised 
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them to prominence. Shah Mir in order to increase the numerical strength of his 

supporters and to check the ambitious chiefs, who were the main cause of 

confusion and disorder in the regimes preceding him, patronized the Chaks. 

His accommodation of Chaks in state administration is also associated with the 

physical strength Chaks possessed which made them the best choice for 

becoming commanders for safeguarding the Sultan and the kingdom against 

inimical forces. He made Lankar Chak his commander in chief. But it was not 

until the time of Sultan Muhammad Shah that they began to play an important 

role in the affairs of the Kashmir. They made their presence in the power 

corridors by entering into marriage alliances with the principal landowning 

families of the valley and the ruling dynasty. The Chaks had entered into 

matrimonial alliance with Muhammad Shah, the reigning Sultan. Shams Chak, 

Son of Hilmat Chak, the leader of the second Chak tribe, had served in turn 

Sayyid Muhammad, Malik Nauroz, and Saif Dar. He married the daughter of 

Pandu Chak‘s son Hussain Chak. Both Pandu Chak and Hussain Chak were 

scions of Lankar Chak of Trehgam. This matrimonial alliance strengthened the 

position of Chaks in the uncertain political atmosphere of Kashmir. 

 

Kaji Chak: The foremost benefactor of Mir Shamsu'd-Din Iraqi 

The descendants of Pandu Chak, Hussain Chak and Kaji Chak embraced 

Shi‘ism by following Shams‘u-Din Iraqi. After the death of Shams Chak out of 

prevailing political intrigues, and to chart out a new beginning for themselves, 

Chaks under Kaji Chak approached Mir Iraqi for moral and material help and 

political advice. Since Iraqi at this point of time had enough following, coming 

closer to him and accepting him their spiritual master, might have 

strengthened their social base in the struggle for power. However, sources 

partial to this association of Chaks with Iraqi force credit upon Shaikh Isma‘il 

whom Chaks respected and attempt to underline the not so larger than life 

image of Iraqi in the religious and political life of earlier Chak nobles. Sayyid 

Ali writes: That it was the practice of the high functionaries of the government 

that before starting any work they would first visit the Khalifa (of Shaikh 

Isma‘il i.e., Baba Ali) and seek his blessings. One day Kaji Chak and Ghazi 

Khan decided to go to hunting in the Nusrat-Lake. They (first) called on the 

Shaikh Isma‘il and sought his blessings. Later they went to the Khalifa (Baba 

Ali) to show their obeisance, but he asked them to kneel down before Shams al-

Din Iraqi as he was a disciple of Sayyid Muhammad Nurbakhsh and had given 

up his official position and became a spiritual master (Sahibi-Sajjada). Since 
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Shams al-Din Iraqi was sitting on the seat of the Baba they lowered their bodies 

in his reverence. 

 

The implication here is that had Iraqi not been in the Khanqah of Baba Ali and 

had Baba not directed Chak nobles in his presence, and had Iraqi not been 

sitting at the place of Baba Ali, Kaji Chak and others would not have 

manifested their respect, but for the devotion towards Shaikh Isma‘il and his 

Khalifa. Sayyid Ali ignores the preceding events which clearly mention the 

relationship between Iraqi and Baba and the fact that it was during debates and 

discussions that Chaks came closer to Iraqi, not only through his association 

with Baba Ismail. They in fact visited the Khanqah to seek blessings of Iraqi for 

their future initiatives. Muhammad Ali Kashmiri says that nobles and grandees 

(of Kashmir) finding that Mir Shamsu'd-Din Iraqi was a person of high 

spiritual status became his devotees. They visited him often and thus benefitted 

from his discourses in seeking the path of the mystics. Not only Chaks, but 

other political functionaries like Saif Dar, Musa Raina and others used to visit 

Iraqi quite often for spiritual benefits and religious awareness. They were 

impressed by Iraqi‘s arguments and rational debating attitude during his 

encounters with Shaikh Shihab al-Din. Iraqi‘s popularity achieved such 

proportions that Sayyid Ali despite being biased towards him fails to conceal 

his disdain that, ‗when common people noticed that the high functionaries of 

the government were visiting the Iraqi, they also started going to him in order 

to fulfill their worldly desires.‘., Kanthabhatta and others had a council and 

was able to avert the disgrace which such oppression beget. Khujjamerahmada 

(Iraqi), on the other hand, by devoting his life to the service of Kacha Chakra 

(Kaji Chak) and by giving him wealth, induced him, who was alarmed at the 

work of Nirmalakantha and others, to give permission to act against them; and 

actuated by the Mlecchas, caused them to be murdered. O Brahmanas where in 

this Kaliyuga are your Brahmanical spirit and practice? It was for want of these 

that the sorrowful and affrighted Nirmalakantha and others were killed.  

The massacre of apostates Baharistan talks about, was what emerges from 

Suka‘s description the reply of Iraqi to Nirmalakantha‘s reconversion 

movement, which was reducing the numbers of Iraqi‘s followers drastically. 

Those people who had been converted to Shism by Iraqi on his first visit were 

persuaded to revert to their old faith by Nirmalakantha. It is these people who 

while worshipping idols kept a copy of Quran under their seats. To correct this 

situation, Iraqi took recourse to political support.  The use of force was meant 
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to enforce Islam in its essence into those who oscillated between old and new 

traditions, who were not ready to part with their previous held beliefs and 

practices and at the same time continued with their newly adopted religion. For 

Iraqi, a situation was reproachful and demanded action, and as a shrewd Sufi, 

he instead of appealing their religious sense,   employed political support, 

which contained power and authority.   

    

The growth Shi‘ism witnessed with the ascendance of a Shi‘i, Kaji Chak to the 

position of Wazir and kingmaker, and the resultant encouragement Shi‘is felt in 

the expression and propagation of their rituals and practices,  belief and 

outlook is demonstrated by the way they took to debate and discussion openly 

with Sufis,  Rishis and learned men of other schools of Islam.  Sayyid Ali 

provides references of such sort where Shi‘is put to test the spiritual worth of 

Sunni Sufis and Rishis of Kashmir in a manner not witnessed during previous 

regimes to impress their followers with the superiority of their own faith and 

thereby conversion to Shi‘ism.  Tarikh-i Kashmir mentions that Baba Lusti one 

of the disciples of Baba Hanifu‘d-Din was the head of the Rishis during the 

reign of Malik Kaji Chak. Because of the religious discord (fitna) he was 

harassed for his religious beliefs (by Shi‘is).  Some of the Rishis like Shungli 

Rishi and Beni Kaka, because of their weak faith had given up their (Sunni) 

beliefs.  Baba Lusti, being the head of the Rishis at that time, was approached 

by a group of people (from amongst the Shi‘is) who told him that he along with 

Shi‘i (leaders) should retire to seclusion for forty days.  During this period, they 

should break the fast, only with tar (juice of the pine-raughan-i chub), which in 

Kashmiri is called lush (inflammable wood).Thus whosoever survives this trial, 

they said, his religious beliefs would be considered by one and all.  Baba Lusti 

Rishi accepted this challenge, but none of the Shi‘is had courage to accept it.   

The Baba retired alone to seclusion for forty days and did not eat anything 

except the tar at the time of breaking the fast.  The Shi‘is had thought that he 

would not survive the trial and that he would die.   But his inner soul was clear 

and pure; therefore he passed the test successfully.  They Shi‘is were shocked to 

see him alive and they begged for his pardon. 

 

Sayyid Ali feels disgusted with the adoption of Shi‘i belief by Shungli Rishi and 

Beni Kaka, which highlights the actual importance of this incident. The Rishis 

were an important part of religious life of Kashmiri society. They were popular 

for their austerity and had huge mass following. The acceptance of Shi‘ism by 
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Shungli Rishi and Beni Kaka had won Shi‘ism all their followers and devotees. 

The Shi‘is might have thought that if the Rishis would accept their beliefs, their 

faith would flourish across the length and breadth of Kashmir, since the Rishis 

were popular among the masses. Therefore, says Pir Hassan, they called all the 

Rishis and asked them to accept the Shi‘i belief. Lusti Rishi however, suggested 

to them that he and their preachers should retire to a cell for forty days and that 

during this time they should break the fast with only tar. Sayyid Ali by 

emphasizing the spiritual superiority of the Sunni Rishis above the Shi‘i Rishis 

clearly exhibits his partial attitude and biasness. The Shi‘is were not harassing 

the Rishis, their discussion with the Rishis was a clever ploy to win that group 

of the Kashmiri Muslim society which had complete sway over majority of its 

population at that point of time and who were responsible to a greater measure 

for their conversion to Islam. This brave step was taken in an atmosphere of 

political security when Chaks were beginning to dominate the administration 

of Kashmiri for the next fifty years.Ghazi Chak was succeeded by his brother, 

Husain shah Chak in 1563. Ali Shah (1570-78), the Sultan introduced himself to 

the subjects publicly at a mass gathering at Jama Masjid, and declared that he 

would like patriot king and never allow religious considerations to influence 

the state affairs. Yusuf Shah who, next ascended the throne was a very 

romantic figure and the story of his marriage with Habba Khatun, populary 

called Zun or Zooni, the moon, is well known to every student of Kashmir 

history.The rule of Yasuf Shah opened with the revolt of his uncle, Abdal Chak 

who laid his claim to the throne. The latter was defeated and killed.Yusuf 

Shah‘s second reign starts from 1580 A.D and ends in 1586. On becoming 

Sultan for the second time, Yusuf Shah began looking after his legal duties 

seriously. He abolished many oppressive taxes, such as mirbahri, beggar and 

Jaziya. 

 

Yaqub Shah,s reign starts from 1586 and ends at 1588.After the withdrawal of 

the Mughals from Kashmir, Yuqub declared himself free from the treaty 

obligations, and ascended the throne as an independent ruler. It was however 

not an easy job for him to hold his own against the Mughals threat. And 

through his follies and short-sightedness, he added to his already insuperable 

difficulties. He did nothing, which was commendable. Being arrogant, he 

showed little respect to his nobles. His general attitude towards his subjects 

also cruel and merciless. The people and the nobles, therefore soon became 

disgusted with him, and their disgust erupted in the form of revolts when he 
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showed signs of a religious intolerance. The nobility under the Chaks was not a 

homogeneous bidy but were drawn from various groups.Like Mir, Bhat , Dar 

Koka,Magres, and Raina.We have reference to some foreign nobility receiving 

royal patronage of the Chak kings.To win the favour, the Chaks besides 

developing matriomonial alliance with them entrusted all the important 

administrative posts to them. The struggle for Wizrat among the nobles became 

so acute under the Chaks, that there were as many as eleven Wazirs coming 

and going in quick succession from various families within a short period of 

thirty two years. During Chak rule Hindu wives were allowed to retain their 

name even after marriage with a muslim. Raja Bahadur of Kishtwar married his 

sister, Shankar Devi, with the last Chak ruler Yaqub Chak and she continued to 

be called with her Hindu name till her death. 

 

The economy of Chak,s depends upon various  taxes, and Agricultural 

products. The other grains like barley and wheat were grown in small 

quantities. Barley to have been used in religious ceremonies of the Hindus. The 

consumption of wheat as an item of food, was also limited. Pulses of several 

varieties such as Chana, Kultha, Masura and Munga, Mash and milet were 

grown. We learn frim Abul Fazl that on three agricultural products only, such 

as paddy wheat and Vetch (a grass for fodder), revenue was levied. It seems 

pulses and barley were exempted from taxation. The fruits of several varieties 

were produced in abundance and were freely available to all without payment. 

Among the indigenous fruits mention may be made of apple, pears, grapes, 

mulberry, walnut, quince, cherry, peach, apricot, rashberry, gooseberry and 

strawberry. Their exclusion from taxation was obvious. The most celebrated 

agricultural product was saffron the cultivation of which was a state monopoly 

under the Chaks. 

 

Other sources of income during Chak rule:- 

 

Saffron:  Kashmir is the celebrated for its production of Saffron from Early 

times. It is mainly cultivated in the areas of Pampur along the right bank of the 

Jhelum river. Outside Valley it is grown in Kishtwar a brilliant town in the 

Doda district of Jammu and Kashmir. Saffron cultivation was a state monopoly 

in ancient and medieval Kashmir, and it remained so under the Chak rulers. 

Before the Chak, saffron was collected buy compulsory labour begar).Men 

were daily pressed into service to separate saffron from the petals and the stem, 
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for which they received very low wages in form of salt. A saffron flowers, 

received an equal quantity of salt as remuneration. It is indeed, remarkable that 

the evil system of forcing lobour to work on the saffron fields was abandoned 

by the Chak ruler, Ghazi Shah. Now, out of the total produce of the eleven 

tracks one trak equal to eight seers of Akbar,s time ), one trak  went to the 

laboures employed to collect saffron. Jaziya was religious tax only for non 

Muslims , the people who paid Jaziya are known as zamias. As elsewhere in 

India, Jaziya was levied in Kashmir only on the non\Muslims as the cash 

equivalent of the assistance of which they would be liable to give, if they had 

not persisted in their unbelief, because living as they do in the Muslim state, 

they must be ready to defend it. Military service was theoretically compulsory 

on all Muslims. This religious duty did not affect non-Muslims because they 

were not bound by the law of Islam; hence they were required to pay tax 

(Jaziya) in lieu of military service. Naturally, the tax was not imposed on those 

who fought in a Muslim state. No evidence exists in the chronicles to indicate 

that Jaziya was realized from the non-Muslims before Sultan Sikander in 

Kashmir. It was first in the time of Sultan Sikander (1389-1413) that Jaziya was 

imposed on the non-Muslims  and administration conformed to the Islamic 

practice. But his son Zain-ul-Abidin was the first to give concessions in Jaziya, 

the Emperor Akbar second to abolish it completely. The Chaks too had king 

Yusuf Shah who restored the shattered confidence of his non-muslim subjects 

by remitting the onerous tax of Jaziya. 

 

Zakat and Custom Duty:Zakat was a religious tax only on Muslims ,the 

religious tax under the shariat are grouped under the name of Zakat so called 

because Muslim purifies himself of greed and avarice by sharing his property 

with the poor and needy. The Muslim rulers of Kashmir collected Zakat, 

according to the rates prescribed by the Shariat. Though it payment was not 

obligatory yet in the reign of certain kings, it was realized by the state just like 

other taxes.thus under Ali Shah and Yusuf Shah every person except boatmen 

were forced to pay Zakat. Zakat was deposited in a separate treasury and spent 

for the welfare of needy and poor. 

 

Other cesses: With the establishment of Sultanate many of these taxes were 

abolished.Sultan Skander abolished Baj and Tamgha, and Sultan Zain-ul-

Abidin forbidden the officers from imposing arbitrary fines upon the people. 

Among the Chaks, Ghazi Shah relieved the cultivators from vexatious practice 
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of forced lobour (beggar), and Ali Shah Yusuf Shah stopped beggar and 

realizing the tax on artisans, cows, the Zakat and corvee on ferrymen. All these 

cesses were paid in cash during the Chak rule. 

 

Tribute: Tribute from various neighboring States like Ladakh, Kishtwar, 

Baltistan and others which were subject to Kashmir, also added to the State 

exchequer. Under the Chaks (1554-86 A.D.) tribute was received in the form of 

horses, Yaks, wool, pattu (cloth of wool) and leather from Ladakh, and saffron 

felcons from kishtwar. The realization of tribute from these ststes depend upon 

the ability of the king to enforce the demand. Under the later Shahmiri rulers, 

when the Central government fell weak, all the neighboring state discontinued 

the practice of sending tribute. 

 

Conclusion of Mughals: Akbar conquered Kashmir in 1586 A.D.During his 

time and the reign of the other Mughal Emperors, who succeeded him, the 

Valley was ruled by Goveners appointed by them from time to time. Peace and 

order were restored to a large extent in the happy Valley during the Mughal 

occupation of the Country. But as soon as the influence of the Central authority 

at Delhi declined after the death of Aurangzeb, times because unsettled again. 

In 1750 A.D. Ahmad Shah Durrani invaded Kashmir and conquered her.Thus 

did the Country pass into the hands of the Afghans. They did not give a good 

account of themselves but proved extremely intolerant and wicked. For about 

three quatters of a Century while the Afghans occupied Kashmir the people 

had to suffer the harshest government. Shocking tales of religious persecution, 

devastation and rapine during this period are still commonly told in every 

household in Kashmir. Many panits who could not bear the tranny and 

persecution left Kashmir during the Pathan Rule. Though the brunt of the 

brutal treatment had obviously to be borne by the Hindus the Kashmir, 

Muslims too did not live a happy life under the Afghans. Jahangir was 

essentially a lover of nature and Kashmir, therefore appealed to him 

particularly.He paid eight Visits to Kashmir two of which were in the company 

of his father and six during his own reign, viz 14th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 20th and 

21st.132Like Babur, Jahangir was also very fond of the flaura and fauna of the 

Country which he describes with the practiced eye of an expert.After 

                                                           
132 Kashir Being A History of Kashmir From the Earliest times to our own by G.m.D Sufi p.244-
251. 
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describing some of the flowers of Kashmir, he says ―The red rose the violet and 

the narcissus grow of themselves,‖And adds I saw several sorts of red roses, 

one is specially sweat-scented, and another is a flower of the colour of sandal 

(light yellow) and with an exceedingly delicate scent. He also mentions black 

tulips. He asked the court painter Mansur, to paint some of these 

flowers.Jahangir give a long list of birds, including those not found in Kashmir. 

:-After Jahangir, Shahijahan became the Emperor of India, he reigned upto 

1658. He also paid several visits to the Valley and here he built several gardens, 

Mosques and Sarias. During Shah Jahan,s rule several gardens and buildings 

were constructed in the Valley, chief among them are Chashma shahi and Pari 

Mahal. Shah Jahan,s last visit to Kashmir was in 1651 A.D.After him Auranzeb 

became the Emperor of India.133 Jehangir was succeeded by his son, Shah Jehan 

who ruled from 1627-1658. The emperor took a great interest in the welfare of 

Kashmir than his father. He paid several visits to the Valley and the beauty of 

Kashmir,s lakes and Rivers, its Mountain meadows and springs fascinated him. 

Aurangzeb considered a visit to Kashmir sheer luxury and the cause of great 

hardship to the poor Kashmiris who had to supply labour for the transport of 

baggage and supplies for the emperor and his large retinue. It was thus the first 

and the only visit of the emperor to the Valley. He utilized this opportunity in 

setting up a clean and efficient administration and personally inspected various 

departments at work. During the 49 years of Aurangzeb‘s reign Kashmir was 

administered by no less than 14 goveners sent from Delhi. Most of them were 

broad minded and efficient. During Mughal period arts and crafts flourished 

and Shawl was a major item of export. After Aurangzeb the Mughal prestige 

started to fade. His succesors were weak who gradually lost control of far away 

proviences. There were local revolts and foreign invasions. In 1748 an Afgan, 

Ahmad Shah Abdali attacked India but he was repulsed. But Abdali again 

invaded India in 1750-1751 and occupied Punjab.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
133 Jammu & Kashmir At A Glance by Itoo G.n and Shahbaz Ahmad Bodha p.32-33. 
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